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March 6, 1969.

To the Honorable Senate and, House of Representatives:

The laws of our Commonwealth concerning housing represent
an accumulation of legislation enacted over a period of several
decades. As a result of the many amendments and additions to
our housing statutes over the years, the law of the Commonwealth
in this field is today a complicated and confusing hodge-podge,
some provisions being operative and other provisions having long
ago been superseded or made obsolete or redundant. As a result
our laws in the housing area are unnecessarily difficult to inter-
pret, to use, and in many cases even to find.

In recognition of this problem, a subcommittee of the Governor’s
Advisory Committee on Housing and Urban Renewal undertook
some years ago the recodification of our housing and urban re-
newal laws. We have now up-dated the work of that subcommit-
tee to take into consideration legislation recently enacted in the
field of housing and urban renewal, particularly the legislation
enacted last year establishing a new Department of Community
Affairs. We now submit this legislation to you for your action.

Changes involving matters of substance and policy have been
kept to a minimum in the accompanying legislation. In addi-
tion, a Table of Contents, a Cross Reference Table and “Notes on
Changes from Existing Law” are provided so that you may readily
identify any instances where changes have been made.

New programs, both state and federal, will continue to be en-
acted in the field of housing in the coming years, and further
changes will consequently be required in our housing and urban
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renewal laws. The need for an orderly, coherent framework,
which may be amended without further complicating an already
excessively complicated body of law, makes action on recodifica-
tion all the more imperative.

I urge your approval of the accompanying legislation.

Respectfully submitted,

FRANCIS W. SARGENT,
Acting Governor

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Nine.

An Act recodifying the housing and urban renewal laws of
THE COMMONWEALTH.

Be itenacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of thesame, as follows:

1 Section 1. The General Laws are hereby amended by in-

2 serting after chapter 121 A the following new chapter:

3
4 HOUSING AND URBAN RENEWAL

5 Section 1. The following words, whenever used in this
6 chapter shall, unless a different meaning clearly appears from
7 the context, have the following meanings: ■—

8 “Acquisition Cost”, the amount prudently required to be
9 expended by an operating agency in acquiring a housing or

10 clearance project.
11 “Blighted Open Area”, a predominantly open area which is
12 detrimental to the safety, health, morals, welfare or sound
13 growth of a community because it is unduly costly to develop
14 it soundly through the ordinary operations of private enter-
-15 prise by reason of the existence of ledge, rock, unsuitable soil,
16 or other physical conditions, or by reason of the necessity for
17 unduly expensive excavation, fill or grading, or by reason of
18 the need for unduly expensive foundations, retaining walls or
19 unduly expensive measures for waterproofing structures or for
20 draining the area or for the prevention of the flooding thereof
21 or for the protection of adjacent properties and the water
22 table therein or for unduly expensive measures incident to
23 building around or over rights of way through the area, or for
24 otherwise making the area appropriate for sound develop-
-25 ment, or by reason of obsolete, inappropriate or otherwise
26 faulty platting or subdivision, deterioration of site improve-
-27 ments or facilities, division of the area by rights of way,
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28 diversity of ownership of plots, or inadequacy of transporta-
-29 tion facilities or other utilities, or by reason of tax and special
30 assessment delinquencies, or because there has been a sub-
-31 stantial change in business or economic conditions or prac-
-32 tices, or an abandonment or cessation of a previous use or of
33 work on improvements begun but not feasible to complete
34 without the aids provided by this chapter, or by reason of any
35 combination of the foregoing or other condition; or a pre-
-36 dominantly open area which by reason of any condition or
37 combination of conditions which are not being remedied by
38 the ordinary operations of private enterprise is of such a
39 character that in essence it is detrimental to the safety,
40 health, morals, welfare or sound growth of the community in
41 which it is situated.
42 “Clearance Project”, the demolition and removal of build-
-43 ings from any decadent, substandard or blighted open area by
44 and operating agency in accordance with subsection ( d) of sec-
-45 tion twenty-six.
46 “Community Renewal Program”, any planning work or
47 other undertaking (1) to identify substandard, decadent, and
48 blighted open areas and other deteriorated or deteriorating
49 areas, (2) to measure the nature and degree of blight and
50 blighting factors within such areas, (3) to determine the
51 financial, relocation, and other resources needed and available
52 to restore and renew such areas, (4) to identify potential
53 project areas and, where feasible, types of action proposed
54 within such areas, and (5) scheduling or programming of
55 urban renewal projects and other renewal activities in the
56 community.
57 “Commissioner”, the commissioner of the department of
58 community affairs.
59 “Decadent Area”, an area which is detrimental to safety,
60 health, morals, welfare or sound growth of a community
61 because of the existence of buildings which are out of repair,
62 physically deteriorated, unfit for human habitation, or obso-
-63 lete, or in need of major maintenance or repair, or because
64 much of the real estate in recent years has been sold or taken
65 for non-payment of taxes or upon foreclosure of mortgages, or
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66 because buildings have been tom down and not replaced and
67 under existing conditions it is improbable that the buildings
68 will be replaced, or because of a substantial change in business
69 or economic conditions, or because of inadequate light, air,
70 or open space, or because of excessive land coverage or be-
-71 cause diversity of ownership, irregular lot sizes or obsolete
72 street patterns make it improbable that the area will be re-
-73 developed by the ordinary operations of private enterprise, or
74 by reason of any combination of the foregoing conditions.
75 “Department”, the department of community affairs.
76 “Elderly Persons of Low Income”, persons having reached
77 the age of sixty-five or over whose annual net income is less
78 than the amount necessary to enable them to maintain decent,
79 safe and sanitary housing.
80 “Families of Low Income”, families and persons whose net
81 annual income is less than the amount necessary to enable
82 them to obtain and maintain decent, safe and sanitary housing.
83 “Federal Government”, the United States of America, and
84 any agency or instrumentality corporate or otherwise of the
85 United States of America.
86 “Federal Legislation”, any legislation of the Congress of
87 the United States relating to federal assistance for urban
88 renewal, clearance of substandard, decadent or blighted open
89 areas, city or regional planning, rehabilitation, code enforce-
-90 ment, housing, relocation or any related matters, and any
91 regulations authorized thereunder.
92 “Housing Authority”, a public body politic and corporate
93 created pursuant to section three or corresponding provisions
94 of earlier laws.
95 “Housing Project”, such projects for housing as a housing
96 authority is authorized to undertake under sections twenty-
-97 five to thirty-three inclusive.
98 “Low Rent Housing”, decent, safe and sanitary dwellings
99 within the financial reach of families or elderly persons of low

100 income, and developed and administered to promote service-
-101 ability, efficiency, economy and stability; together with all
102 necessary appurtenances of such dwellings.
103 “Low Rent Housing Project”, (1) a clearance project; or
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104 (2) any work or undertaking to provide decent, safe and
105 sanitary dwellings, appartments or other living accommoda-
-106 tions for families of low income, which work or undertaking
107 may include buildings, land, equipment, facilities, and other
108 real or personal property for necessary, convenient and
109 desirable appurtenances, public or private ways, sewers,
110 water supply, parks, site preparation or improvement, or
111 administrative, community, health, recreational, welfare, or
112 other facilities; or (3) the purchase of, or acquisition, other-
-113 wise than by eminent domain, of the right to use, completed
114 dwelling units which have been recently constructed, recon-
-115 structed, or remodeled (whether condominium units, indi-
-116 vidual buildings part of a larger development, or a portion of
117 the units in a multifamily development); or (4) any corn-
-118 bination of the foregoing. Such a project may include the
119 planning of the buildings and improvements, the acquisition
120 of property, the demolition of existing structures, the con-
-121 struction, reconstruction, alteration and repair of the im-
-122 provements and other work performed in connection there-
-123 with, but construction activity in connection with a project
124 may be confined to the reconstruction, remodeling or repair
125 of existing buildings.
126 “Mayor”, the city manager of the city in all cities having a
127 Plan D or Plan E charter and the duly elected mayor of the
128 city in all other cities. The mayor is hereby designated as the
129 chief executive of the locality for purposes of any approval or
130 action of such officer required by federal legislation.
131 “Municipal Officers”, in the case of all cities, the city
132 council with the approval of the mayor, and in the case of all
133 towns, the board of selectmen with the approval of the town
134 manager, if any. The municipal officers are hereby designated
135 as the local governing body for purposes of any approval or
136 action of such body required by federal legislation.
137 “Operating Agency”, a housing authority or redevelopment
138 authority.

139 “Redevelopment Authority”, a public body politic and cor-
-140 porate created pursuant to section four or corresponding pro-
-141 visions of earlier laws.
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142 “Relocation Payments”, voluntary payments whether or
143 not required by federal legislation made by an operating
144 agency as reimbursement or compensation for the reasonable
145 moving expenses necessarily incurred and any actual, direct
146 loss of property, except good will or profit, suffered by indi-
-147 viduals, families, business concerns and non-profit organiza-
-148 tions, resulting from displacement on or after August twelfth,
149 nineteen hundred and sixty-five, if such displacement is
.150 reasonably required to carry out an urban renewal plan or
T5l because of the acquisition of property by an operating agency.
152 Such relocation payments shall not include reimbursement
153 or compensation for any expenses or losses for which reim-
-154 bursement or compensation would be otherwise made, nor
155 shall any person have any right of action for relocation
156 payments, except as provided by federal legislation or chapter
157 seventy-nine A.
158 “Relocation Project”, any work or undertaking for pro-
-159 viding decent, safe and sanitary dwellings for persons or
160 families displaced by any urban renewal project or other
161 public improvement by the commonwealth or any city, town
162 or other body politic and corporate of the commonwealth.
163 “Substandard Area”, any area wherein dwellings predomi-
-164 nate which by reason of dilapidation, overcrowding, faulty
165 arrangement or design, lack of ventilation, light or sanitation
166 facilities or any combination of these factors, are detrimental
167 to safety, health or morals.
168 “Urban Renewal Agency”, the agency or agencies de^
169 scribed in section nine.
170 “Urban Renewal Plan”, a detailed plan, as it may exist
171 from time to time, for an urban renewal project, which plan
172 may comply with all requirements from time to time pre-
-173 scribed by federal legislation in order to qualify an urban re-
J74 newal project for federal financial assistance and which plan
75 shall (1) conform to the general plan for the municipality as a

176 whole and be consistent with any definite local objectives re-
-177 specting appropriate land uses, improved traffic, public trans-
-178 portation, public utilities, recreational, educational and corn-
-179 munity facilities and other public improvements; (2) be
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sufficiently complete to indicate the boundaries of the area,
such land acquisition, such demolition, removal, and rehabili-
tation of structures, and such redevelopment and general
public improvements as may be proposed to be carried out
within such area, zoning and planning changes, if any, and
proposed land uses, maximum densities and building require-
ments; and (3) indicate or be accompanied by materials indi-
cating the proposed method for relocation of persons and
organizations to be displaced by the project and the avail-
ability of and means by which there will be provided dwelling
units for such persons substantially equal in number to the
number of dwelling units to be rendered temporarily or per-
manently uninhabitable as a result of carrying out the project.
In any case where an educational institution or a hospital is
located in or near an urban renewal project area, the urban
renewal plan for such project, or a development plan prepared
by the hospital or educational institution and approved by the
urban renewal agency after due notice and public hearing, may
include plans for the development of land, buildings and struc-
tures adjacent to or in the immediate vicinity of the project
area acquired or to be acquired and redeveloped or rehabilitated
by such educational institution for educational uses or by such
hospital for hospital uses. Such plans may comply
with all requirements of federal legislation as they
may exist from time to time relating to non-cash
grant-in-aid credits for expenditures of such hospitals
or educational institutions. After its approval by the
urban renewal agency as aforesaid any development plan
which is not part of an urban renewal plan shall be ap-
proved by the planning board, the municipal officers and
the department in the same manner as urban renewal plans,
except that no further public hearing shall be required.

180
181
182
183
IS4
185
18G
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211

“Urban Renewal Project”, a project to be undertaken in
accordance with an urban renewal plan (1) for acquisition by
an urban renewal agency of the land and all improvements
thereon, if any, within a decadent, substandard or blighted
open area covered by an urban renewal plan and for assembly
or clearance by such agency of the land so acquired; or a

212
213
214
215
216
217
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218 project (2) for the elimination and for the prevention of the
219 development or spread of a substandard, decadent or blighted
220 open area covered by an urban renewal plan by means of
221 rehabilitation or conservation work, which work may include
222 the promulgation and enforcement of building and other
223 codes within such area or the restoration and renewal of any
224 such area or portion thereof, including the preservation,
225 restoration or relocation of historical buildings, by carrying
226 out plans for a program of voluntary repair and rehabilita-
-227 tion of buildings or other improvements or by the acquisition
228 by gift, purchase or eminent domain of land and all im-
-229 provements thereon, if any and demolition, removal, or
230 rehabilitation of any such improvements whenever necessary
231 to eliminate unhealthful, unsanitary or unsafe conditions,
232 lessen density, mitigate or eliminate traffic congestion, reduce
233 traffic hazards, eliminate obsolete or other uses detrimental to
234 the public welfare, provide land for needed public facilities or
235 otherwise remove or prevent the spread of blight and deteri-
-236 oration; or a project, (3) involving any combination of the
237 foregoing types of project. An “Urban Renewal Project” may
238 also include the provision of financial and other assistance in
239 the relocation of persons and organizations displaced as a
240 result of carrying out a project, the installation, construction
241 or reconstruction of public and private ways, public utilities
242 and services, parks, playgrounds, off street parking lots, traffic
243 or fire control and police communications systems and other
244 like improvements necessary for carrying out the objectives
245 of the urban renewal project, together with such site im-
-246 provements as are necessary for the preparation of any sites
247 for uses in accordance with the urban renewal plan, and
248 making any land or improvements acquired in the area of the
249 project available for redevelopment or rehabilitation by
250 private enterprise or public charitable agencies, including
251 sale, initial leasing or retention by the urban renewal agency
252 itself for residential, recreational, education, hospital, corn-
-253 mercial, industrial, public, charitable or other uses in accor-
-254 dance with the urban renewal plan. An “Urban Renewal
255 Project” may include the construction by a housing authority
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256 of any of the buildings, for residential use, contemplated by
257 the urban renewal plan and the repair, removal or rehabilita-
258 tion by an operating agency of any of the buildings, struc-
259 tures or other improvements located in the area covered by
260 the urban renewal plan and which, under such plan, are to be
261 repaired, moved or rehabilitated. “Urban Renewal Project”
262 may include acquisition by any means other than eminent
263 domain and not involving public expenses of land outside of
264 but adjacent to or in the immediate vicinity of an urban
265 renewal project to be developed for hospital or educational
266 uses under the urban renewal plan, whenever such acquisition
267 is for the purpose of making such land subject to the urban
268 renewal plan and the hospital or educational institution in-
269 volved consents thereto. The term “redevelopment” shall in-
270 elude “development”.
271 “Veteran”, a person as defined in section seven of chapter
272 four. The term “veteran”, as used herein shall also include
273 the wife, widow, mother or other dependent of such person.
274 Section 2. The provisions of this chapter are hereby de-
275 dared to be severable and if any such provision or the
276 application of such provision to any person or circumstances
277 shall be held to be invalid or unconstitutional, such invalidity
278 or unconstitutionality shall not be construed to affect the
279 validity or constitutionality of any of the remaining provi-
280 sions of said sections or the application of such provision to
281 persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is
282 held invalid. It is hereby dedared to be the legislative intent
283 that said sections would have been adopted had such invalid
284 or unconstitutional provisions not been included therein.
285 Section 3. There is hereby created in each city and town in
286 the commonwealth a public body politic and corporate to be
287 known as the “Housing Authority” of such city or town;
288 provided, that no such authority shall transact any business
289 or exercise any powers until the need for a housing authority
290 has been determined and until a certificate of organization

291 has been issued to it by the state secretary, both as herein-
-292 after provided.
293 Whenever the municipal officers of a city or an annual or
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294 special town meeting shall determine that a housing au-
-295 thority is needed therein for any of the purposes of this
296 chapter it may by vote provide for the organization of such
297 an authority. In determining the need for a housing au-
-298 thority, the city council or the town shall take into consid-
-299 eration the need for relieving congestion of population, the
300 existence of decadent, substandard or blighted open areas or
301 unsanitary or unsafe inhabited dwellings, and the shortage of
302 safe or sanitary dwellings available for families or elderly
303 persons of low income at rentals which they can afford.
304 Whenever a housing authority determines that there is no
305 further need for its existence, that it has no property to
306 administer, and that all outstanding obligations of the au-
-307 thority have been satisfied, it may by a majority vote of the
308 five members submit the question of its dissolution, in a
309 town, to the voters at an annual town meeting or, in a city, to
310 the municipal officers. If a city or town votes for such dis-
-311 solution in accordance herewith and the department is satisfied
312 of the existence of the facts required herein it shall so certify
313 to the state secretary and said housing authority shall be dis-
-314 solved forthwith subject to the applicable provisions of section
315 fifty-one of chapter one hundred and fifty-five.

316 Section 4- There is hereby created in each city and town in
317 the commonwealth, a public body politic and corporate to be
318 known as the “Redevelopment Authority” of such city or
319 town; provided, that no such authority shall transact any
320 business or exercise any powers until the need for such an
321 authority has been determined, and a certificate of organiza-
-322 tion has been issued to it by the state secretary, both as here-
-323 inafter provided.

324 Whenever the municipal officers of a city, or the voters at
325 an annual or special town meeting shall determine that there
326 is a need for a redevelopment authority in such city or town
327 for the purpose of engaging in urban renewal projects or
328 other work under this chapter and that it is in the public
329 interest that such an authority be organized in such city or
330 town, a redevelopment authority shall be organized in such
331 city or town.
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332 Whenever a redevelopment authority determines that there
333 is no further need for its existence, and that all outstanding
334 obligations of the authority have been satisfied, it may by a
335 majority vote of the five members submit the question of its
336 dissolution, in a town, to the voters at an annual town meeting
337 or, in a city, to the municipal officers. If a city or town votes
338 for such dissolution in accordance herewith and the department
339 is satisfied of the existence of the facts required herein it shall
340 so certify to the state secretary and said redevelopment au-
341 thority shall be dissolved forthwith subject to the applicable
342 provisions of section fifty-one of chapter one hundred and
343 fifty-five.
344 Section 5. Every housing and redevelopment authority shall
345 be managed, controlled and governed by five members, ap-
346 pointed or elected as provided in this section, of whom three
347 shall constitute a quorum.
348 In a city, four members of a housing or redevelopment
349 authority shall be appointed by the mayor subject to con-
350 firmation by the city council; provided, that, the members
351 shall be appointed to serve for initial terms of one, two, four
352 and five years, respectively.
353 In a town, four members shall be elected by the town;
354 provided, that of the members originally elected at an annual
355 town meeting, the one receiving the highest number of votes
356 shall serve for five years, the one receiving the next highest
357 number of votes, for four years, the one receiving the next
358 highest number of votes, for two years, and the one receiving
359 the next highest number of votes shall serve for one year;
360 provided, that upon the initial organization of a housing or
361 redevelopment authority, if a town so votes at an annual or
362 special town meeting called for the purpose, four members of
363 such an authority shall be appointed forthwith by the select-
364 men to serve only until the qualification of their successors,
365 who shall be elected at the next annual town meeting as
366 provided above.
367 In a city or town, one member of a housing or redevelop-
368 ment authority shall be appointed by the department for an
369 initial term of three years.
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370 Thereafter, as the term of a member of any housing or

371 redevelopment authority expires, his successor shall be ap-
-372 pointed or elected, in the same manner and by the same
373 body, for a term of five years from such expiration. Mem-
-374 bei'ship in a housing or redevelopment authority shall be re-
-375 stricted to residents of the city or town.
376 In a city, one of the five members of a housing authority
377 shall be a representative of organized labor. Vacancies, other
378 than by reason of expiration of terms, shall be filled for the
379 balance of the unexpired term, in the same manner and by
380 the same body, except elected members in the towns whose
381 terms shall be filled in accordance with the provisions of
382 section eleven of chapter forty-one as amended. Every mem-
-383 ber, unless sooner removed, shall serve until the qualification
384 of his successor.
385 As soon as possible after the qualification of the members
386 of a housing or redevelopment authority the city or town
387 clerk, as the case may be, shall file a certificate of such
388 appointment, or of such appointment and election, as the
389 case may be, with the department, and a duplicate thereof, in
390 either case, in the office of the state secretary. If the state
391 secretary finds that the housing or redevelopment authority
392 has been organized and the members thereof elected or ap-
-393 pointed according to law, he shall issue to it a certificate of
394 organization and such certificate shall be conclusive evidence
395 of the lawful organization of the authority and of the election
396 or appointment of the members thereof.
397 Whenever the membership of an authority is changed by
398 appointment, election, resignation or removal, a certificate
399 and duplicate certificate to that effect shall be promptly so
400 filed. A certificate so filed shall be conclusive evidence of the
401 change in membership of the authority referred to therein.
402 Section 6. The mayor or city council or board of selectmen
403 may make or receive written charges against, and the mayor
404 with the approval of the city council, or the board of select-
-405 men, as the case may be, may accept the resignation of any
406 member of a housing authority or redevelopment authority
407 appointed or elected by such city or town or may after hear-
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408 ing, remove any such member because of inefficiency, neglect
409 of duty or misconduct in office provided that such member
410 shall have been given, not less than fourteen days before the
411 date set for such hearing, a copy in writing of the charges
412 against him and written notice of the date and place of hear-
-413 ing to be held thereon, and at the hearing shall have been
414 given the opportunity to be represented by counsel and to be
415 heard in his defense. The mayor and city council or board
416 of selectmen may also make or receive written charges against
417 any member of a housing or redevelopment authority in such
418 city or town appointed by the department and refer the same
419 to the department which may proceed in the same manner
420 as the mayor and city council or board of selectmen under
421 the preceding sentence. Pending final action upon any such
422 charges, the officer or officers having the power to remove
423 such member may temporarily suspend him, provided that
424 they shall immediately reinstate him in office if they find
425 such charges have not been substantiated, and may appoint
426 a person to perform the duties of such suspended member
427 until he is reinstated or until he is removed and his successor
428 is qualified. In case of any such removal the removing auth-
-429 ority shall forthwith deliver to the clerk of the city or town
430 attested copies of such charges and of its findings thereon,
431 and the clerk shall cause the same to be filed with the certifi-
-432 cate and duplicate certificate required to be filed with the
433 department and the state secretary under section five.
434 A member of a housing or redevelopment authority who
435 ceases to be a resident of the city or town shall be removed
436 upon the date of his change of residence by operation of law.
437 A member of a housing authority who is a tenant in a hous-
-438 ing project shall not participate in any decision relating to
439 the project affecting his personal interest.
440 Section 7. A housing or redevelopment authority shall elect
441 from among its members a chairman and a vice-chairman,
442 and may employ counsel, an executive director who shall be
443 ex-officio secretary of the authority, a treasurer who may be a
444 member of the authority and such other officers, agents and
445 employees as it deems necessary or proper, and shall deter-
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446 mine their qualifications, duties and compensation, and may
447 delegate to one or more of its members, agents or employees
448 such powers and duties as it deems necessary or proper for
449 the carrying out of any action determined upon by it. So far
450 as practicable, a housing or redevelopment authority shall
451 make use of the services of the agencies, officers and em-
-452 ployees of the city or town in which such an authority is
453 organized and such city or town shall, if requested, make
454 available such services, except, that in the city of Boston, the
455 housing authority may contract with said city for the assign-
-456 ment of thirty-seven police officers of the police department
457 of said city to police the buildings and grounds owned by said
458 authority with the proviso that said authority shall reimburse
459 said city for one third of the cost thereof.
460 A housing authority may compensate its members for each
461 day spent in the performance of their duties and for such
462 other services as they may render to the authority in connec-
-463 tion with projects commenced prior to July first, nineteen
464 hundred and sixty-five. Such compensation shall not exceed
465 fifty dollars a day for the chairman and forty dollars a day for
466 a member other than the chairman, provided that the total
467 sum paid to all the members in any one month or year shall
468 not exceed two per centum of the gross income of the housing
469 authority during such month or year respectively, nor shall
470 the total sum paid in any year exceed twelve thousand five
471 hundred dollars in the case of the chairman or ten thousand
472 dollars in the case of a member other than the chairman.
473 Such compensation shall be allocated by the housing authority
474 among its various projects commenced prior to July first,
475 nineteen hundred and sixty-five, in such manner and amounts
476 as it deems proper. Members of a housing authority shall
477 be allowed, or be reimbursed for, all expenses properly in-
-478 curred by them within or without the city or town in the
479 discharge of their duties. Such expenses shall be allocated by
480 the housing authority among its various projects in such
481 manner and amounts as it deems proper.
482 For the purposes of chapter two hundred and sixty-eight A,
483 each housing and redevelopment authority shall be considered
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484 a municipal agency and, without limiting the power of a city
485 council or board of aldermen or board of selectmen to classify
486 additional special municipal employees pursuant to said chap-
-487 ter, each member of such an authority, and any person who
488 performs professional services for such an authority on a part-
-489 time, intermittent or consultant basis, such as those of archi-
-490 tect, attorney, engineer, planner, or construction, financial, real
491 estate or traffic expert, shall be considered a special municipal
492 employee.
493 Section 8. The operating agencies having the powers and
494 subject to the limitations provided in sections twenty-five to
495 thirty-three, inclusive shall be housing authorities.
496 Section 9. The operating agencies having the powers and sub-
-497 ject to the limitations provided in sections forty-five to fifty-sev-
-498 en, inclusive to be known as urban renewal agencies), shallbe: -

499 (a) each redevelopment authority;
500 (b) each housing authority of a city or town in which no
501 redevelopment authority has been organized; provided, how-
-502 ever, that no housing authority shall initiate an urban re-
-503 newal project until the municipal officers of a city or an
504 annual or special town meeting shall have determined that
505 there exists in such city or town a need for urban renewal;
506 (c) each housing authority of a city or town in which a
507 redevelopment authority has been organized, but only with
508 respect to projects initiated by such authority before the
509 organization of a redevelopment authority and subject to
510 section fifty-one.

511 Section 10. Unless otherwise particularly provided in
512 sections fifty-eight and fifty-nine the operating agencies hav-
-513 ing the powers and subject to the limitations provided in
514 sections fifty-eight and fifty-nine of this chapter shall be
515 either housing authorities or urban renewal agencies, which-
-516 ever may be designated for the purposes of the particular
517 program by the municipal officers.
518 Section 11. Each operating agency shall have the powers
519 and be subject to the limitations provided in sections one to
520 sixteen, inclusive, of this chapter, shall have the powers
521 necessary or convenient to carry out and effectuate the pur-
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522 poses of the relevant provisions of the General Laws and shall
523 have the following powers in addition to those specifically
524 granted elsewhere in this chapter:
525 (a) To sue and be sued; to have a seal; to have corporate
526 succession;
527 (b) To act as agent of, or to cooperate with the federal
528 government in any clearance, housing, relocation, urban re-
-529 newal or other project which it is authorized to undertake;
530 (c) To receive loans, grants and annual or other contribu-
-531 tions from the federal government or from any other source,
532 public or private;
533 id) To take by eminent domain under chapter seventy-nine
534 or chapter eighty A, or to purchase or lease, or to acquire by
535 gift, bequest or grant, and hold, any property, real or personal,
536 or any interest therein, found by it to be necessary or reason-
-537 ably required to carry out the purposes of this chapter, or any
538 of its sections, and to sell, exchange, transfer, lease or assign
539 the same; provided, that in case of a taking by eminent domain
540 under said chapter seventy-nine, the provisions of section forty
541 of said chapter shall be applicable, except that the security
542 therein required shall be deposited with the mayor of the city or
543 the selectmen of the town in which the property to be taken
544 is situated. Except as herein otherwise provided, the provi-
-545 sions of chapters seventy-nine and eighty A relative to coun-
-546 ties, cities, towns and districts, so far as pertinent, shall apply
547 to operating agencies, and the members of a housing or rede-
-548 velopment authority shallact on its behalf under those chapters.
549 (e) To clear and improve any property acquired by it;
550 (f) To engage in or contract for the construction, recon-
-551 struction, alteration, remodeling or repair of any clearance,
552 housing, relocation, urban renewal or other project which it
553 is authorized to undertake or parts thereof;
554 (g) To make relocation payments to persons and businesses
555 displaced as a result of carrying out any such project;
556 (h) To borrow money for any of its purposes upon the
557 security of its bonds, notes or other evidences of indebtedness,
558 and to secure the same by mortgages upon property held or
559 to be held by it or by pledge of its revenue, including without
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560 limitation grants or contributions by the federal government,
561 or in any other lawful manner, and in connection with the
562 incurrence of any indebtedness to covenant that it shall not
563 thereafter mortgage the whole or any specified part of its
564 property or pledge the whole or any specified part of its
565 revenues;
566 (i) To invest in securities legal for the investment of funds
567 of savings banks any funds held by it and not required for
568 immediate disbursement;
569 (j) To enter into, execute and carry out contracts with any
570 person or organization undertaking a project under chapter
571 one hundred and tyenty-one A;
572 (k) To enter, with the approval of the mayor or board of
573 selectmen and the department, into agreements with the fed-
-574 eral government relative to the acceptance or borrowing of
575 funds for any project it is authorized to undertake and con-
-576 taming such covenants, terms and conditions as the operating
577 agency, with like approval, may deem desirable; provided,
578 however, that nothing herein shall be construed to require
579 approval by the mayor or selectmen or the department of
580 requisition agreements and similar contracts between an
581 agency and the federal government which are entered into
582 pursuant to an agreement approved by them;
582 a (I) To enter into, execute and carry out contracts and all
583 other instruments necessary or convenient to the exercise of
584 the powers granted in this chapter; and
585 (m) To make, and from time to time amend or repeal, by-
-586 laws, rules and regulations not inconsistent with pertinent
587 rules and regulations of the department to govern its pro-
-588 ceedings and effectuate the purposes of this chapter.
589 Section 12. Each contractor with an operating agency and
590 each subcontractor shall comply with the applicable require-
-591 ments of chapter one hundred and forty-nine as to wages and
592 hours of labor and any other conditions relating to employ-
-593 ment. The department of labor and industries shall enforce
594 this paragraph and shall also have power to petition the court
595 for injunction or other appropriate relief against any operat-
-596 ing agency which fails to comply herewith.
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597 An operating agency shall enter into a compact or com-
-598 pacts with the Social Security Board or take such other ac-
-599 tion as it may deem appropriate to enable its employees to
600 come within the provisions and obtain the benefits of the
601 Social Security Act. If the employees of such an agency shall
602 come within the provisions of the Social Security Act, their
603 employment shall be included in the term “employment” as
604 used in sections one to seven, inclusive, of chapter one hundred
605 and fifty-one A.
606 Except as provided in section twenty-nine or fifty-one of
607 chapter 'thirty-one, and the rules made thereunder shall not
608 apply to any officer agent or employee of an operating agency
609 nor to any person employed on or in connection with any
610 project of an operating agency.
611 Except as provided in sections twenty-eight and thirty all
612 by-laws, ordinances and regulations of the city or town in
613 which any such project lies relating to the construction of
614 buildings, municipal planning, zoning and the protection of
615 public health shall apply to every project of an operating
616 agency located in such city or town.
617 Section 13. An operating agency shall be liable in con-
-618 tract or in tort in the same manner as a private corporation.
619 The members, employees, officers and agents of an operating
620 agency shall not be liable as such on its contracts, or for torts
621 not committed or directly authorized by them. The property
622 or funds of an operating agency shall not be subject to at-
-623 tachment, or to levy and sale on execution, but if such agency
624 refuses to pay a judgment entered against it in any court
624 a of competent jurisdiction, the superior court sitting within
625 and for the county in which the agency is situated, may, by
626 writ of mandamus, direct the treasurer of such agency to pay
627 such judgment. The real estate of such an agency shall not be
628 subject to liens under chapter two hundred and fifty-four, but
629 the provisions of sections twenty-eight and twenty-nine of
630 chapter one hundred and forty-nine shall be applicable to any
630 a construction work by such agencies.
631 An operating agency shall reimburse the Massachusetts Bay
632 Transportation Authority and every railroad corporation for
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all reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the said trans-
portation authority or such railroad corporation to relocate
such of their respective facilities as are required to be re-
moved as part of a project being undertaken pursuant to this
chapter by such operating agency and as are necessary for
the continuance of the common carrier sevices performed
by said transportation authority or such railroad corporation.
“Facilities”, as used in this paragraph, shall mean poles,
tracks, switches, wires, conduits, cables, signals and structures
and in addition thereto equipment appurtenant to any of the
foregoing.
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Section 11[. An operating agency may obligate itself, in any
contract with the federal government for a loan or the pay-
ment of annual contributions authorized by section eleven,
to convey to the federal government the project to which
such contract relates, upon the occurrence of a substantial
default with respect to the covenants, terms and conditions
of such contract to which such agency is subject. Such con-
tract may further provide that, in case of such conveyance,
the federal government may complete, operate, manage, lease,
convey or otherwise deal with the project in accordance with
the terms of such contract; provided, that the contract shall
require that, as soon as practicable after the federal govern-
ment is satisfied that all of the defaults on account of which
it acquired the project have been remedied, and that the
project will thereafter be operated in compliance with the
terms of the contract, the federal government shall reconvey
to such agency or its successor the project in the condition
in which it then exists. The obligation of an operating agency
under such contract shall be subject to specific enforcement
by any court having jurisdiction, and, notwithstanding any
other provision of the law, shall not be deemed to constitute
a mortgage.
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663
664
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666 Section 15. The bonds, notes and certificates of indebted-

ness of an operating agency, in the absence of an express
recital to the contrary on the face thereof, shall constitute
negotiable instruments for all purposes. They may be payable
from the income of the agency or constitute a general obli-

667
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669
670
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671 gation thereof, may be sold at not less than par, at public
672 or private sale, and may mature at such time or times, and
673 may be secured in such manner, may provide for such rights
674 and remedies upon their default and may contain such other
675 covenants, terms and conditions not inconsistent with law,
676 may be executed by such officers, and may be issued with or
677 without the corporate seal, all as may be authorized either by
677 a vote of the agency or by the officer or officers to whom the
678 power to determine any or all the matters set forth in this
679 sentence may be expressly delegated by vote of such agency.
680 The engraved or printed facsimile of the seal of an agency on
681 its bonds, notes or certificates of indebtedness shall have the
682 same validity and effect as if such seal were impressed there-
-683 on. Whenever a bond, note or certificate of indebtedness is
684 required to bear the signatures of two or more officers, it
685 shall be sufficient if the signature of any one of such officers
685 a upon such instrument is a written signature and the remain-
-686 ing signature or signatures are engraved, printed or stamped
687 facsimile signatures; provided, that each officer whose fac-
-688 simile signature appears on such instrument has, by a writing
689 bearing his written signature and filed in the office of the
690 secretary of the agency authorized the officer whose written
691 signature appears on such instrument to cause such facsimile
692 to be placed thereon. The facsimile signature of any officer so
693 engraved, printed or stamped thereon shall have the same
694 validity and effect as his written signature.
695 The bonds, notes and certificates of indebtedness of an
696 operating agency issued under this chapter, and the interest
697 thereon shall be exempt from taxation, with respect to prin-
-698 cipai and income. The bonds of such an agency issued under
699 this chapter shall be legal investments for the deposits and
700 the income derived therefrom of savings banks, for the trust
701 funds of trust companies, for the capital and other funds of
702 insurance companies, and for funds over which the common-
-703 wealth has exclusive control.
704 Section 16. The real estate and tangible personal property of
705 an operating agency including houses constructed by a housing
706 authority on private land in rural areas under the provisions
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707 of section twenty-seven shall be deemed to be public prop-
-708 erty used for essential public and governmental purposes and
709 shall be exempt from taxation and from betterments and
710 special assessments; provided, that in lieu of such taxes, bet-
-711 terments and special assessments, a city or town in which
712 an operating agency holds real estate used or to be used in
713 connection with such a project may determine a sum to be
714 paid to the city or town annually in any year or period of
715 years, such sum to be in any year not in excess of the amount
716 that would be levied at the current tax rate upon the average
717 of the assessed value of such real estate, including buildings
718 and other structures, for the three years preceding the year
719 of acquisition thereof, the valuation for each year being re-
-720 duced by all abatements thereon.
721 Such a city or town may, however, agree with such an
722 operating agency upon the payments to be made to the city
723 or town as herein provided or such agency may make and
724 such city or town may accept such payments, the amount of
725 which shall not in either case be subject to the foregoing
726 limitation. The last paragraph of section six and all of section
727 seven of chapter fifty-nine shall, so far as apt, be applicable
727 a to payments under this section.
728 Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prevent the
729 taxation to the same extent and in the same manner as other
730 real estate is taxed, of real estate acquired by an operating
731 agency for an urban renewal project and sold by it, or of the
732 leasehold interests and buildings and other structures belong-
-733 ing to private individuals or corporations on land acquired by
734 it; provided, however, that real estate so acquired by an operat-
-735 ing agency and sold or leased to an urban redevelopment corp-
-736 oration or other entity operating under chapter one hundred
737 and twenty-one A, or to an insurance company or savings bank
738 or group of savings banks operating under said chapter, shall
739 be taxed as provided in said chapter and not otherwise.
740 Section 17. —No bond, note or other evidence of indebted-
-741 ness executed or obligation or liability incurred by an operat-
-742 ing agency shall be a debt or charge against the common-
-743 wealth or any political subdivision thereof other than such
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agency. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to obligate
the commonwealth, or any political subdivision thereof other
than the applicable operating agency, or to pledge its credit,
to any payment whatsoever to any operating agency or to
any creditor or bondholder thereof, nor shall anything therein
contained be construed as granting to any operating agency
any exemption from taxation except as expressly provided
therein or to render the commonwealth, or any political sub-
division other than such agency liable for any indebtedness
or liability incurred, acts done, or any omissions or failures
to act, of any such agency.
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Section 18. Whether or not an operating agency has been
created therein any city or town may undertake, itself or by
or through any department, board, agency, authority, or office
of the city or town, or by or through any operating agency
planning district, metropolitan district, or other public body
any planning activities within such city or town for the prepa-
ration or completion of master or general plans, a workable
program for development of the community, general neigh-
borhood renewal plans, a community renewal project, any
other planning study, project or program and a code enforce-
ment project (A) including the voluntary or compulsory re-
pair and rehabilitation of buildings and improvements, the
enforcement of laws, codes and regulations relating to the use
of land and the use and occupancy of buildings and improve-
ments, and the provision and repair of streets, curbs, side-
walks, street lighting, tree planting and similar improvements
in connection therewith and may authorize such department,
board, agency, authority, office, operating agency, district or
public body to act as the agent of such city or town in
entering contracts for financial assistance for such purposes

from the Federal government or the commonwealth. Any such
city or town may raise and appropriate or agree with such
department, board, agency, authority, office, district, operat-
ing agency or public body or with the Federal government or
the commonwealth to raise and appropriate such sums as may
be necessary for the purpose.
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777
778
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781 Section 19. —Cities and towns may raise and appropriate
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money for the purpose of defraying the initial costs and an-
nual administrative expenses of an operating agency authoriz-
ed to be organized therein, including the expense of prepar-
ing any plans, studies, programs and surveys an operating
agency is authorized to prepare and the expense of preparing
plans in connection with one or more proposed projects.

782
783
784
785
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Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, any city
or town may from time to time appropriate or agree to
appropriate money for the purpose of aiding in the prepara-
tion of plans and estimates needed to prepare applications for
Federal loans or grants and in the preparation of any other
estimates, plans, orders of taking and contract documents in
connection with any proposed or approved project. All moneys
appropriated by a city or town under the preceding sentence
shall be repaid by the operating agency to such city or town
if said agency subsequently receives other moneys available for
the purposes for which such moneys were appropriated, but
otherwise such moneys need not be repaid.

788
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798
799
800 All moneys appropriated under this section in aid of an

operating agency or received by it from any source shall be
paid to the treasurer of the agency or such other officer of the
agency as may be authorized by it, and shall be disbursed by
such treasurer or other officer, subject to accounting therefor
as required by this chapter.

801
802
803
804
805
806 Section 20. —A city or town in which an operating agency

has been organized may raise and appropriate, or may borrow,
or may agree with such agency or with the Federal govern-
ment or the commonwealth to raise and appropriate or to
borrow, in aid of such agency, such sums as may be necessary
for:

807
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(1) defraying all the development, acquisition and operat-
ing costs of a clearance, urban renewal, community renewal,
relocation, rehabilitation or low-rent housing project within
such city or town; or

812
813
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(2) defraying such part of the development, acquisition and
operating costs of any such project to which either the Fed-
eral government, pursuant to Federal legislation, or any other
source has rendered or has agreed to render financial assist-

816
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819
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820 ance, as will not be met by loans other than temporary
821 loans or by contributions or grants other than annual or
822 other contributions and grants in the nature of reimburse-
-823 ment from the Federal government or from any such other
824 source; and for
825 (3) the making of relocation payments by such agency;
826 and
827 (4) repaying any loss which the city or town has agreed to
828 bear and which is incurred as a result of the early taking,
829 acquisition or clearance of land not used for urban renewal
830 purposes.
831 Section 21. Indebtedness authorized under section twenty
832 shall be outside the limit of indebtedness prescribed in section
833 ten of chapter forty-four of the General Laws, and shall be
834 payable within twenty years and otherwise subject to sections
835 sixteen to twenty-seven, inclusive, of said chapter forty-four,
836 except that in the case of indebtedness authorized under sec-
-837 tion twenty (1) or twenty (2), the first principal payment may
838 be made within five years and the last within twenty-five
839 years of the date of the bonds or notes issued for the Serial
840 Loan. The total amount of indebtedness of any city or town
841 outstanding at any one time under clause (3) of section twenty
842 alone shall not exceed one half of one per cent, and under
843 clauses (1), (2) and (4) of section twenty together shall not
844 exceed five per cent, of its equalized valuation.
845 Section 22. —So long as the emergency finance board,
846 established under section one of chapter forty-nine of the acts
847 of nineteen hundred and thirty-three, is in existence, no city
848 or town shall without the approval of said board, incur indebt-
-849 edness for any of the purposes of this chapter which would
850 cause the total amount of its indebtedness for such purposes
851 then outstanding to exceed two and one half per cent of its
852 equalized valuation. If said emergency finance board shall
853 cease to exist, a commission consisting of the attorney general,
854 the state treasurer, and the director of the bureau of ac-
-855 counts in the department of corporations and taxation shall
856 exercise the powers given to said emergency finance board
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857 by this section and section twenty-four. Said board or com-
mission, as the case may be, shall hold a public hearing
upon any matter submitted to it under this section if re-
quested in writing to do so by twenty-five taxable inhabi-
tants of such city or town within three days after the sub-
mission of such matter.
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Section 23. For the purpose of complying with the condi-
tions of Federal legislation, or in lieu of a contribution, loan
or grant in cash to an operating agency organized within its
limits, or to aid and cooperate in the planning, construction
or operation of any project of such an agency, a city or town,
or the appropriate board or officer thereof on behalf of such
city or town, may upon such terms, and with or without
consideration, do or agree to do any or all of the following
things, as such city, town, board or officer, as the case may be,
may determine:
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865
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872
873 (a) Sell, convey or lease any of its interests in any prop-

erty, or grant easements, licenses or any other rights or
privileges therein to such an agency or to the Federal
government.

874
875
876
877 (b) Cause parks, playgrounds or schools, or water, sewer or

drainage facilities, or any other public improvements which it
is otherwise authorized to undertake, to be laid out, con-
structed or furnished adjacent to or in connection with a
housing, clearance, relocation or urban renewal project;

878
879
880
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882 (c) Lay out and construct, alter, relocate, change the grade

of, make specific repairs upon or discontinue, public ways and
construct sidewalks, adjacent to or through a housing, clear-
ance, relocation or urban renewal project;

883
884
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(d) Adopt ordinances or by-laws under section twenty-five
to thirty A, inclusive, of chapter forty or repeal or modify
such ordinances or by-laws; establish exceptions to existing
ordinances and by-laws regulating the design, construction
and use of buildings; annual or modify any action taken or
map adopted under sections eighty-one A to eighty-one J,
inclusive, of chapter forty-one;
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(e) Cause public improvements to be made and services
and facilities to be furnished to or for the benefit of an

893
894
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895 operating agency for which betterments or special assess-
-896 ments may be levied or charges made, and assume or agree to
897 assume such betterments, assessments or charges;
898 (/) Purchase and hold any of the bonds or notes of an
899 operating agency and exercise all of the rights of a holder of
900 such bonds or notes;
901 ig) Make available to an operating agency the services of
902 its agencies, officers and employees;
903 (h) Cause private ways, sidewalks, footpaths, ways for ve-
-904 hicular travel, playgrounds, or water, sewer or drainage facil-
-905 ities and similar improvements to be constructed or furnished
906 within the site of a project for the particular use of the
907 project or of those dwelling therein;
908 (i) Enter into agreements with an operating agency, the
909 term of which agreements may extend over the period of a
910 loan to the operating agency by the Federal government,
911 respecting action to be taken by such city or town pursuant to
912 any of the powers granted by this chapter; and
913 (j) Do any and all other things necessary or convenient to
914 aid and cooperate in the planning, construction or operation
915 of a housing, clearance, relocation or urban renewal project
916 within its limits.
917 The entering of a contract under this section between a
918 city or town and the Federal government or between a city or
919 town and an operating agency shall not be subject to any
920 provision of law relating to publication or to advertising for
921 bids.
922 Section 24- A city or town in which the operating agency,
923 pursuant to section forty-seven proposes to take, acquire or
924 clear land constituting the whole or part or parts of an area
925 which the agency has determined to be a substandard, de-
-926 cadent or blighted open area and for which such agency is
927 preparing an urban renewal plan, may enter into an agree-
-928 ment with the operating agency to bear any loss that may
929 arise as a result of such taking, acquisition or clearance in the
930 event that such land is not used for urban renewal purposes;
931 provided, however, that no city or town shall, without first
932 obtaining a finding of financial feasibility from the emergency
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933 finance board described in section twenty-two, or the commis-
-934 sion authorized to succeed to the function of said board under
935 said section, enter into any agreement under this paragraph
936 which would cause the losses agreed to be borne by such city
937 or town under all agreements under this paragraph in effect
938 at any one time, according to the estimates of costs upon
939 which such agreement or agreements are originally based, to
940 exceed four per cent of its equalized valuation.
941 Section 25. It is hereby declared that decadent and sub-
-942 standard areas exist in certain portions of the commonwealth,
943 and that there is not in the commonwealth, within a reason-
-944 able distance of the principal centers of employment, an ade-
-944a quate supply of low-rent housing for families of low income;
945 that in certain portions of the commonwealth decent, safe
946 and sanitary housing cannot be provided for families of low
947 income in rural areas at a cost which would warrant private
948 enterprise in the locality or in the same general area to pro-
-949 vide an adequate supply thereof; that this situation tends to
950 cause an increase and spread of disease and crime and con-
-951 stitutes a menace to the health, safety, morals, welfare and
952 comfort of the inhabitants of the commonwealth and is det-
-953 rimental to property values therein; that this situation cannot
954 readily be remedied by the ordinary operations of private en-
-955 terprise; that a public exigency exists which makes the dear-
-956 ance of decadent or substandard areas and the provision of
957 housing for persons of low income a public necessity; that
958 the clearance of substandard and decadent areas and the pro-
-959 vision of housing for persons of low income, or either, consti-
-960 tute a public use for which private property may be acquired
961 by eminent domain and public funds raised by taxation may be
962 expended; and the enactment of sections one to forty-four of
963 this chapter is declared to be a public necessity.

964 Section 26. A housing authority shall have the following
965 powers in addition to those set forth in section eleven or
966 elsewhere in this chapter:—
967 (a) To make studies of housing needs and markets, includ-
-968 ing data with respect to population and family groups and
969 their distribution according to income groups, the amount
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970 and quality of available housing and its distribution accord-
971 ing to rentals and sales prices, employment, wages and other
972 factors affecting housing needs and markets, and surveys and
973 plans for housing related to community development, includ-
974 ing desirable patterns for land use and community growth,
975 and to make such studies, surveys and plans available to the
976 federal government, the department and other state agencies,
977 other operating agencies, the public and the building, housing
978 and supply industries;
979 (b) To conduct investigations and disseminate information
980 relative to housing and living conditions and any other
981 matter deemed by it to be material in connection with any
982 of its powers and duties;
983 (c) To determine what areas or dwellings within its
984 jurisdiction constitute decadent, substandard or blighted open
985 areas or substandard dwellings;
986 (d) To prepare plans for the clearance of such decadent,
987 substandard/or blighted areas and to clear open areas when-
988 ever necessary or desirable to provide for the equivalent eli-
989 ruination of substandard buildings in accordance with section
990 thirty-three provided that no housing authority in any city
991 or town in which a redevelopment authority has been organized
992 shall initiate such a clearance project without the approval of
993 such redevelopment authority and the approval of the mun-
994 icipal officers of the city or town;
995 (e) To provide housing projects for families of low
996 income;
997 (f) To provide projects or parts thereof for elderly persons
998 of low income;
999 (g) To provide housing for families of low income in rural
1000 areas in accordance with provisions set forth in section
1001 twenty-seven;
1002 (h) To undertake and provide relocation projects in order
1003 to house individuals or families who are displaced by an
1004 urban renewal project, chapter one hundred and twenty-one
1005 A project, or other public improvement involving the elimi-
-1006 nation of dwelling units whenever such project or public
1007 improvement is determined upon and it or an urban renewal
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agency finds that there exists in the city or town an acute
shortage of housing and that there are no adequate means

available for immediate relocation of persons and families
displaced from that project area; and

1008
1009
1010
1011

(i) To lease, operate and, subject to section thirty-two
establish or revise schedules of rents for any project or part
thereof undertaken by it.

1012
1013
1014

Section 27. If a housing authority organized in a city or
town in which rural areas are located shall undertake the pro-
vision of housing for families of low income in such rural
areas, it shall comply with the following provisions and shall
have the following powers, in addition to others specifically
granted elsewhere in this chapter:— (i) The same preference
shall be given to families of veterans as is provided in clause
{/) of section thirty-two. (ii) So far as practicable, such
housing shall consist of separate single-family houses, (hi) A
housing authority which has undertaken housing in rural
areas shall have the power to lease or sell houses erected or
acquired by it, and in case of sale, to impose such covenants,
which shall run with the land, if the housing authority so
stipulates, regarding the land and the buildings thereon as
it deems necessary to carry out the purposes of this chapter.
In case of lease, the lessee shall have the option to purchase
such house at any time during his occupancy thereof at the
price designated in his lease. When any such option is
exercised, the purchaser shall be given credit for payments
made by him which were applied toward amortizing the cost
of the house, and in case the lease with option to purchase,
has been assigned to him by a previous lessee, such credit
shall include such payments made by previous lessees, (iv)
Until a purchaser makes full payment for a house constructed
by a housing authority under this subsection the title to such
house shall remain in the housing authority regardless of
ownership of the land, (v) Provision for farm housing for
families of low income shall be subject to the following
conditions: —(1) Before housing is constructed on a farm the
United States Department of Agriculture, or the United
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States Department of the Interior in the case of farms
included in reclamation projects of that department through
such representatives as it may designate shall certify that
the net annual income of the farm, together with the non-
farm income of those to be housed is less than the amount
necessary to enable them otherwise to obtain and maintain
decent, safe and sanitary housing and that the construction of
a suitable type house on the farm is consistent with the
respective programs of the department involved; (2) Based
upon the normal earning capacity of the farm as certified by
the United States Department of Agriculture or Department
of the Interior, the housing authority shall determine that
the farm owner can meet at least the minimum payments
required of him; (3) In developing standards as to what
constitutes decent, safe and sanitary dwellings, the housing
authority shall take into consideration the needs of the
family for which such housing is to be used; (4) With respect
to houses on farms, there shall, so far as practicable, be a
system of variable payments so that inany year when there is
below normal production or prices there may be an appro-
priate decrease that year in payment below the minimum
otherwise required, but only to the extent that credits have
been established as defined by the annual contributions
contract through previous payments by the farm owner in
excess of the minimum required payments, (vi) Provisions of
non-farm housing for families of low income in rural areas,
with sufficient land for home gardens, shall be subject to the
condition that the housing authority shall first determine
that such housing will be so located that sources of employ-
ment will be accessible to the occupants thereof.
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1075 The department, with the approval of the municipal

officers shall have all the powers of a housing authority under
this section in order to provide housing for families of low
income in any city or town where no housing authority exists.
Upon the organization of a housing authority in such a city
or town, all the rights, titles, powers, duties and obligations of
a housing authority acquired or exercised by the department
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1080
1081
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1082 with respect to such housing shall immediately vest in such
1083 housing authority.
1084 Section 28. Except as provided in section thirty with
1085 respect to projects leased from the federal government, every

1086 housing project shall be subject to all laws and all ordinances,
1087 by-laws and regulations of the city or town in which it lies,
1088 relating to the construction and repair of buildings, town
1089 planning, zoning and the protection of the public health;
1090 provided, that with the approval of the department and the
1091 supervisor of plans of the department of public safety, any
1092 building in a housing project of not more than three stories in
1093 height which is divided into two or more sections by fire
1094 division separations in accordance with any special law rela-
1095 tive thereto or with any ordinance, by-law or regulation of the
1096 city or town in which it lies, which contains an enclosed stair-
1097 way in each section extending from the roof to the ground
1098 directly accessible to the occupants of each dwelling unit there-
1099 in, which is built of fireproof or fire resistive construction as
1100 defined by any special law relative thereto or by any ordin-
1101 ance, by-law or regulation of the city or town in which it lies,
1102 and which together with the other buildings on the same pro-
1103 ject, does not occupy more than thirty per centum of the area
1104 thereof, may be designed, erected and maintained with only
1105 one means of egress from a dwelling unit to a stairway or
1106 public corridor; provided, that when any room in a dwelling
1107 unit is more than forty feet from such means of egress, there
1108 shall be two egresses from such dwelling unit located at points
1109 as widely separated from one another as may be reasonably
1110 feasible, With not more than four dwelling units above the
1111 second story in each section, with exterior egress doors not
1112 less than three feet in width, although such dwelling units
1113 contained in the aggregate more than eight rooms and the
1114 only means of egress is as above described; and provided,
1115 further, with the approval of the department, and the
1116 supervisor of plans of the department of public safety, any
1117 building in a housing project, or any section of such a
1118 building which is set apart by a fire wall or fire walls of more
1119 than three stories in height, which is of fireproof or fire
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1120 resistive construction in accordance with any special law
1121 relative thereto, or with any ordinance, by-law or regulation
1122 of the city or town in which it lies, and which is provided
1123 with two enclosed stairways isolated from each other by fire
1124 division separations in accordance with any special law
1125 relative thereto or with any ordinance, by-law or regulation
1126 of the city or town in which it lies, or as widely separated
1127 from each other as may be reasonably feasible, and which, if
1128 of more than six stories in height, is equipped with automatic
1129 sprinklers installed in cellars, basements, workrooms, shops,
1130 storerooms and kitchens, may be designed, erected and main-
-1131 tained with only one means of egress from each dwelling unit
1132 to a public corridor; provided, that when any room of a
1133 dwelling unit is more than forty feet from such means of
1134 egress, there shall be two egresses from such dwelling unit
1135 located at points as widely separated from one another as may
1136 be reasonably feasible; and provided, father, that in build-
-1137 ings three or more stories in height, stairs and landings, and
1138 doors connecting public corridors and stair enclosures, when
1139 serving not more than three hundred persons, shall be not less
1140 than three feet in width between walls or between wall and
1141 balustrades with stairs equipped with a handrail on one side,
1142 although the only means of egress and fire extinguishing
1143 apparatus are as above described.
1144 Section 29. Each housing authority shall keep an
1145 accurate account of all its activities and all its receipts and
1146 expenditures and shall annually in the month of January
1147 make a report thereof to the department, to the state auditor
1148 and to the mayor of the city or to the selectmen of the town
1149 within which such authority is organized, such reports to be
1150 in a form prescribed by the department with the written
1151 approval of said auditor. The department or the said auditor
1152 may investigate the affairs of housing authorities and their
1153 dealings, transactions and relationship. They shall severally
1154 have the power to examine into the properties and records of
1155 housing authorities and to prescribe methods of accounting
1156 and the rendering of periodical reports In relation to dear-
-1157 ance and housing projects undertaken by such authorities.
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1158 The department may from time to time make, amend and
1159 repeal rules and regulations prescribing standards and stating
1160 principles governing the planning, construction, maintenance
1161 and operation of clearance and housing projects by housing
1162 authorities.
1163 In the development or administration of a project which is
1164 not federally aided, a housing authority shall furnish the
1165 commissioner of labor and industries, upon his request, with a
1166 list of classifications of work performed by all architects,
1167 technical engineers, draftsmen, technicians, laborers and
1168 mechanics employed therein, and shall notify him from time
1169 to time of any changes in said classifications. Said commis-
1170 sioner shall determine rates of wages and fees and payments
1171 to health and welfare plans for each such classification and
1172 shall furnish the housing authority with a schedule of such
1173 rates, fees and payments. The rates of wages and fees paid by
1174 each housing authority to such architects, technical engi-
1175 neers, draftsmen, technicians, laborers and mechanics shall
1176 not be less than those determined by said commissioner who
1177 shall set the rate at no less than eighty per cent of the
1178 prevailing wage in accordance with sections twenty-six and
1179 twenty-seven of chapter one hundred and forty-nine. In the
1180 event that any housing authority fails to furnish said corn-
1181 missioner with said list within two weeks after the date of his
1182 request, said commissioner shall determine said rates of wages
1183 and fees and payments to health and welfare plans.
1184 A housing authority may bergain collectively with labor
1185 organizations representing its employees and may enter into
1186 agreements with such organizations.
1187 Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, the
1188 provisions of section five of chapter one hundred and fifty A
1189 so far as apt, shall apply to said authorities and their
1190 employees.
1191 No employee of any housing authority, except an employee
1192 occupying the position of executive director, who has held his
1193 office or position, including any promotion or reallocation
1194 therefrom within the authority for a total period of five years
1195 of uninterrupted service shall be involuntarily separated
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1196 therefrom except subject to and in accordance with the
1197 provisions of sections forty-three and forty-five of said
1198 chapter thirty-one to the same extent as if said office or
1199 position were classified under said chapter.
1200 Except as otherwise stated therein, compliance with this
1201 chapter, the rules and regulations adopted by the department
1202 and the terms of any low rent housing project or clearance
1203 project authorized by this chapter, may be enforced by a
1204 proceeding in equity.
1205 Section 30. A housing authority, with the written approval
1206 of the department and of the mayor of the city or selectmen
1207 of the town in which the project is situated, may enter into a
1208 contract with the federal government for purchasing or
1209 leasing a clearance or housing project owned or controlled by
1210 the federal government. If such a project has been so leased
1211 by a housing authority and such authority has by vote
1212 declared that the buildings of the project have been con-
-1213 structed in a manner that will afford necessary safety, sani-
-1214 tation and protection in other respects to the public, no
1215 changes shall be required by any agent of the commonwealth
1216 or of the city or town in the manner of construction, or the
1217 buildings, the fixtures or appurtenances thereto or the use for
1218 which the project was designed.
1219 Section 31. A housing authority shall not undertake
1220 a low rent housing project until it has submitted to the
1221 department the plans and description of the project, the
1222 estimated cost thereof, the proposed method of financing it,
1223 and a detailed estimate of the expenses and revenues thereof
1224 and the department has found that the plans and description
1225 conform to proper standards of health, sanitation and safety,
1226 that the financial plan is sound and that with the aid of any
1227 Federal grant or other subsidy the revenue from the project
1228 will be sufficient to meet its annually recurring expense,
1229 including, without limitation of the foregoing, payments in
1230 lieu of taxes, depreciation and service of its indebtedness; and
1231 that the probable costs are such that it will be practicable to
1232 rent the property in accordance with the limitations set forth
1233 in section thirty-two without incurring an annual deficit.
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1234 In addition, the provisions of subparagraphs (a) (&)

1235 shall apply to all projects except those as to which a contract
1236 between the Federal government and a housing authority is
1237 in effect, and those involving the reconstruction, remodeling
1238 or repair of existing buildings:—
1239 (a) Projects involving the purchase or acqusition of the
1240 right to use completed dwelling units which have been
1241 recently constructed, reconstructed or remodeled, whether
1242 condominium units, individual buildings part of a larger
1243 development, or a portion of the units in a multi-family
1244 development, shall be approved by the department only after
1245 it makes the following determinations: (i) the number of
1246 units involved does not exceed the following limits: in a
1247 building or development containing one to twelve units, no
1248 limit; in a building or development containing thirteen to
1249 thirty units, twelve units; and in a building or development
1250 containing thirty-one or more units, forty per cent of the
1251 total units; and (ii) the housing authority has made ade-
1252 quate arrangements for the maintenance and operation of the
1253 units, either through use of its own personnel or by contract
1254 with the owner or manager of the other units in the develop-
1255 ment.
1256 (b) Projects involving the construction of new buildings by
1257 a housing authority shall be approved by the department
1258 following due notice and a public hearing in the town or city
1259 involved held to consider testimony relating to the deter-
1260 minations required to be made. The department shall
1261 approve such a project only if it makes the following deter-
1262 minations; (i) the proposed project does not include in excess
1263 of one hundred dwelling units in any one site; (ii) no site
1264 for the proposed project is located adjacent to or within
1265 one-eighth of a mile of any site for a low-rent housing
1266 project which is in existence or has been approved by the
1267 department or is before the department for approval,
1268 except sites for projects approved or being approved
1269 under the preceding subparagraph (a); (hi) the design
1270 and layout of the proposed project is appropriate to
1271 the neighborhood in which it is to be located; and (jV) an
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1272 adequate supply of dwelling units for families of low income
1273 is not then available in the private market, and the housing
1274 authority, after reasonable effort, has been unable to obtain
1275 such units either through reconstruction, remodeling, or
1276 repair of existing buildings or by the purchase of completed
1277 dwelling units. The provisions of this clause shall not apply to
1278 any project which shall be certified by the commissioner of
1279 Community Affairs to be a project designed specifically
1280 for elderly persons of low income. A project shall be
1281 deemed to be designed specifically for elderly persons of low
1282 income if a majority of the dwelling units in said project are
1283 designed specifically for elderly persons of low income and if
1284 not more than one hundred dwelling units in said project are
1285 designed for families of low income.
1286 The department shall give written notice to the authority
1287 of its decision with respect to any project within thirty days
1288 after submission of such project. The department shall hold a
1289 public hearing upon any project, if requested in writing so to
1290 do, within ten days after the submission of the project, by the
1291 housing authority, or by the mayor or city council of the city
1292 or the selectmen of the town in which the proposed project is
1293 located, or by twenty-five or more taxable inhabitants of such
1294 city or town. Such public hearing may be combined with that
1295 required under subparagraph (b) in the case of projects
1296 approved under that subparagraph. If the department shall
1297 disapprove any project, it shall state in writing in such notice
1298 its reason for disapproval.
1299 A project which has not been approved by the department
1300 when submitted to it may be again submitted to it with such
1301 modifications as are necessary to meet its objections.
1302 When a housing authority has determined the location of a
1303 proposed clearance or low-rent housing project, it may,
1304 without awaiting the approval of the department, proceed by
1305 option or otherwise, to obtain control of the real property to
1306 be acquired for the project; provided, however, that it shall
1307 not, without the approval of the department, unconditionally
1308 obligate itself to acquire such real estate. When a housing
1309 authority receives notice that such a project has been
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1310 approved by the department, it may proceed to acquire real
1311 estate for the project, and may construct, or contract for the
1312 construction of, any buildings and facilities planned there-
-1313 for.
1314 Section 32. Upon the completion or acquisition of a housing
1315 project by a housing authority it shall be maintained and
1316 operated by such authority. It is hereby declared to be the
1317 policy of this commonwealth that each housing authority
1318 shall manage and operate its housing projects in an efficient
1319 manner so as to enable it to fix the rentals for dwelling ac-
1320 commodations at the lowest possible rates consistent with pro-
1321 viding decent, safe and sanitary dwelling accommodations, and
1322 that no housing authority shall construct or operate any such
1323 project for profit, or as a source of revenue to the common-
1324 wealth or to the city or town in which it is located. To this
1325 end an authority shall fix the rentals for dwelling units in
1326 its projects at no higher rates than it shall find to be neces-
1327 sary in order to produce revenues which together with all
1328 other available moneys, revenues, income and receipts of the
1329 authority, from whatever sources derived will be sufficient:
1330 —(a) to pay, as the same become due, the principal and
1331 interest on the bonds of the authority; (b) to meet the cost
1332 of insurance and the payments in lieu of taxes provided by
1333 section sixteen and to provide for maintaining, operating and
1334 using the projects and the administrative expenses of the
1335 authority; (c) to create, during not less than the twelve
1336 years immediately succeeding its issuance of any bonds
1337 notes or other evidences of indebtedness, a reserve sufficient
1338 to meet the largest principal and interest payments which
1339 will be due on such bonds in any one year thereafter
1340 and to maintain such reserve; (d) to provide, subject to the
1341 approval of the department, such recreational and corn-
1342 munity facilities in or near a housing project or projects as
1343 the authority may deem necessary for the health and welfare
1344 of the residents in the projects under its control, and such
1345 supervision and maintenance as may be necessarily incidental
1346 thereto.
1347 In the operation or management of state-aided low-rent
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1348 housing projects an authority shall at all times observe the
1349 following requirements with respect to rentals and tenant
1350 selection; (a) It shall rent or lease the dwelling accom-
1351 modations therein only at rentals within the financial reach
1352 of persons and families, (b) It shall rent or lease to a tenant
1353 dwelling accommodations consisting of the least number of
1354 rooms which it deems necessary to provide safe and sanitary
1355 accommodations to the proposed occupants thereof, without
1356 overcrowding, (c) It shall not accept as a tenant any person
1357 or persons whose net annual income at the time of admission,
1358 less an exemption of one hundred dollars for each minor
1359 member of the family other than the head of the family and
1360 his spouse, exceeds five times the annual rental including
1361 the value or cost to them of water, electricity, gas, other
1362 heating -and cooking fuels and other utilities, of the dwellings
1363 to be furnished such person or persons. For the sole pur-
1364 pose of determining eligibility for continued occupancy, it
1365 may allow, from the net income of any family, an exemption
1366 for each minor member of the family (other than the head
1367 of the family and his spouse) of either (1) one hundred
1368 dollars, or (2) all or any part of the annual income of such
1369 minor. For the purpose of this section, a minor shall mean
1370 a person less than twenty-one years of age. (d) It shall not
1371 accept as a tenant in any project any person who is not a
1372 citizen of the United States without the approval of the de-
1373 partment; provided, however, that aliens who have served
1374 honorably in the armed forces of the United States, and who
1375 have been honorably discharged therefrom, shall be admitted
1376 to occupancy if they have made application for such citizen-
1377 ship; and provided, further, that aliens who have reached
1378 the age of sixty-two and who are eligible to receive old
1379 age assistance under chapter one hundred and eighteen A
1380 shall be admitted to occupancy, (e) There shall be no dis-
-1381 scrimination or segregation; provided, that if the number
1382 of qualified applicants for dwelling accommodations exceeds
1383 the dwelling units available, preference shall be given to
1384 inhabitants of the city or town in which the project is 10-1385
1385 cated, and to the families who occupied the dwellings elim-
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1386 inated by demolition, condemnation and effective closing as
1387 part of the project as far as is reasonably practicable without
1388 segregation or discrimination against persons living in other
1389 substandard areas within the same city or town. For all
1390 purposes of this chapter no person shall, because of race,
1391 color, creed or religion be subjected to any discrimination or
1392 segregation. (/) As between applicants equally in need and
1393 eligible for occupancy of the dwelling and at the rent in-
1394 volved, preference shall be given In the selection of tenants
1395 to persons displaced by public action, including without limi-
1396 tation any code enforcement or similar action.
1397 As between applicants equally in need and eligible for
1398 occupancy of the dwelling and at the rent Involved, prefer-
1399 ence shall be given In the selection of tenants in the following
1400 order: (1) to families which are to be displaced by any low-
1401 rent housing project or by a clearance, or urban renewal or
1402 chapter one hundred and twenty-one A project, or other
1403 public improvement, or which were so displaced within three
1404 years prior to making application to such housing authority
1405 for admission to any low-rent housing; and as among such
1406 families first preference shall be given to families of disabled
1407 veterans whose disability has been determined by the vet-
1408 erans’ administration to be service-connected, and second
1409 preference shall be given to families of deceased veterans
1410 whose death has been determined by the veterans’ adminis-
1411 tration to be service-connected, and third preference shall be
1412 given to families of other veterans; and (2) to families of
1413 other veterans, and as among such families first preference
1414 shall be given to families of disabled veterans whose dis-
1415 ability has been determined by the veterans’ administration
1416 to be service-connected, and second preference shall be given
1417 to families of deceased veterans whose death has been deter-
1418 mined by the veterans’ administration to be service-connected.
1419 (g) It shall not establish any requirement that applicants
1420 that have been displaced by any such public action be residents
1421 of the city or town in which the project is located, but may

'

1422 establish a requirement that any such applicant be a resident
1423 of the commonwealth for a period of six months prior to
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1424 becoming a tenant.
1425 In computing the rental for the purpose of this section,
1426 there shall be included 'therein the average annual cost, as
1427 determined by the authority, to occupants of heat, water,
1428 electricity, gas, cooking range and other necessary services or
1429 facilities, whether or not the charge for such services and
1430 facilities is in fact included in the rental.
1431 In determining net income for the purpose of tenant
1432 eligibility with respect to a low-rent housing project financed
1433 by the commonwealth or by any city, town or other political
1434 subdivision thereof or administered by a housing authority
1435 under the provisions of this chapter or as agent for any
1436 municipality, the housing authority is authorized, where it
1437 finds such action equitable and in the public interest, to
1438 exclude amounts or portions thereof paid by the United
1439 States government or the commonwealth or any of its polit-
1440 ical subdivisions to the tenant for disability occurring in
1441 connection with military service. In determining the net
1442 income for the purpose of computing the rent of a totally
1443 unemployable disabled veteran, a housing authority is autho-
1444 rized to exclude amounts of disability compensation paid by
1445 the United States government for disability occurring in
1446 connection with military service in excess of eighteen hun-
1447 dred dollars in any year, but such authorization shall apply
1448 only in state-aided projects and while such projects are re-
1449 ceiving state financial assistance, as provided in sections
1450 thirty-five and thirty-six.
1451 In determining the net income of the tenant family for the
1452 purpose of computing the rent and determining eligibility for
1453 admission and continued occupancy, proceeds paid to such
1454 tenant family from policies of insurance, shall be and all or
1455 portions of earnings of minor members of the household, may
1456 be excluded from income.
1457 The tenancy of a tenant of a housing authority shall not
1458 be terminated without cause and without reasons therefor
1459 given to said tenant in writing. A tenant at his request shall,
1460 except in the case of nonpayment of rent, be granted a hear-
1461 ing by a housing authority at least fifteen days prior to
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1462 any such termination. The housing authority’s determination
1463 of cause shall be reviewable in the district court whenever
1464 an action for summary process is brought for possession of
1465 the premises.
1466 A housing authority or its designee shall meet at reason-
1467 able times with tenant organizations to confer about corn-
1468 plaints and grievances; provided, that if there is more than
1469 one tenant organization in any housing project, said author-
1470 ity or its designee shall not be obliged to meet with more
1471 than the two organizations in each project which represent,
1472 as the housing authority may determine, the largest number
1473 of tenants in that project. The housing authority shall inform
1474 the tenant organizations of its decisions on any matters pre-
1475 sented.
1476 Section 33. No project for low-rent housing involving the
1477 construction of new dwellings shall be undertaken by a hous-
1478 ing authority unless the city or town has entered into an
1479 agreement with the housing authority providing that, sub-
1480 sequent to the initiation of the project and within five years
1481 after the completion thereof, there has been or will be
1482 elimination by demolition, condemnation, effective closing or
1483 compulsory repair or improvement of unsafe or unsanitary
1484 dwelling units situated in the locality or metropolitan area
1485 substantially equal in number to the number of newly con-
1486 structed dwelling units provided by such project; provided,
1487 that where more than one family is living in an unsafe
1488 or unsanitary dwelling unit, the elimination of such unit shall
1489 count as the elimination of units equal to the number of
1490 families accommodated therein; and provided, further, that
1491 such elimination may, in the discretion of the department be
1492 deferred in any locality or metropolitan area where there is an
1493 acute shortage of decent, safe or sanitary housing available to
1494 families of low income; and provided, further, that this re-
1495 quirement shall not apply in the case of any low-rent hous-
1496 ing project located in a rural non-farm area, or to any low-
1497 rent housing project undertaken under the provisions of

1499 Section 3k. The commonwealth, acting by and through the

1498 section thirty-four.
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1500 department, may enter into a contract or contracts with a
1501 housing authority for state financial assistance in the form of
1502 a guarantee by the commonwealth of notes or bonds or both
1503 of the housing authority issued to finance the cost of a
1504 housing project or projects and annual contributions by the
1505 commonwealth. The guarantee by the commonwealth of
1506 notes or bonds or both of a housing authority shall be
1507 executed on each note or bond or both by the commissioner.
1508 Each such contract shall contain such limitations as to the
1509 development cost of the project and administrative and main-
-1510 tenance costs, and such other provisions, as the department
1511 may require. Each project shall be based upon a separate
1512 application made to the department and shall be planned to
1513 conform, as nearly as possible, to the existing published
1514 requirements of the federal government for low-rent or other
1515 housing projects, except such requirements as are based
1516 upon the cost limitations set forth in federal legislation.
1517 A project so planned shall be deemed to provide adequate
1518 performance as set forth in section three J of chapter one
1519 hundred and forty-three. A housing authority may, with
1520 the approval of the department, acquire under the provi-
-1521 sions of section eleven id) for the purposes of a project
1522 under this section or the succeeding section any land acquired
1523 by a city or town under the provisions of chapter three
1524 hundred and seventy-two of the acts of nineteen hundred and
1525 forty-six, as amended; provided, that such city or town has
1526 not completed construction of a housing project on such land.
1527 Each project developed under this section and section thirty-
-1528 five shall be administered for occupancy in accordance with
1529 section thirty-two except clause (c) and except that for each
1530 completed project the authority shall create, beginning in the
1531 first year immediately succeeding its issuance of any bonds, a
1532 reserve for principal and interest equal to one twelfth of the
1533 largest principal and interest payments which will be due on
1534 such bonds in any one year thereafter and shall maintain
1535 such reserve and increase the same by a similar amount for
1536 each of the eleven succeeding years thereafter and maintain
1537 each such increase; provided, however, that whenever the
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1538 amount of the reserve shall equal at least fifty per cent of the
1539 total amount so required to be provided, the department may
1540 authorize extension of the time for creating such reserve to a
1541 period of twenty-four years from the issuance of any bonds
1542 and any such reserve shall be maintained and thereafter
1543 increased by equal amounts annually during the remaining
1544 portion of the twenty-four years; provided, however, that in
1545 the event a project is refinanced, there shall be appropriate
1546 adjustments made in the reserves required by the foregoing
1547 provisions to reflect any change in amounts of principal and
1548 Interest payable to the end that twelve years after the date of
1549 the issuance of the original bonds, or as soon thereafter as
1550 may be practicable, there will have been created and there-
-1551 after maintained a reserve equal to the largest amount of
1552 principal and interest due in any subsequent year on account
1553 of the outstanding bonds issued to finance the project; and
1554 except that each such project shall be occupied, except as
1555 hereinafter provided by veterans and their families, and
1556 priority shall be given first to veterans of World War II of
1557 low income and to veterans of low income who have served in
1558 the active armed forces of the United States at any time
1559 between June twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred and fifty and
1560 January thirty-first, nineteen hundred and fifty-five, both
1560 a dates inclusive; then to veterans of low income, such low
1560 b income to be determined from time to time by the depart-
-1560c ment; then to a person without regard to family status who is
1560 d a veteran or the widow or the widower of a veteran, and who
1560 e is fifty years of age or over; then to elderly persons qualifying
1561 for housing under the provisions of section forty; then, with-
-1562 out regard to family status, to a person of low income who
1563 is permanently and totally disabled and eligible for assistance
1564 under chapter one hundred and eighteen D, or blind; then
1565 to other persons of low income hying in substandard housing;
1566 and a housing authority may remodel or reconstruct parts
1567 of projects erected under this section to make the same
1568 available for occupancy by elderly persons qualifying for
1569 housing under the provisions of section forty and such re-
-1570 modeled or reconstructed apartments shall be available for
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1571 occupancy by eligible elderly persons of low income only to
1572 the extent that no eligible veterans or widows or widowers
1573 of veterans apply for such units, then to other persons of
1574 low income living in substandard housing; provided, that no
1575 eligible veterans’ widows or widowers of veterans or elderly
1576 persons of low income apply for such remodeled or recon-
1577 structed units. Notwithstanding the requirement that each
1578 project shall be based upon a separate application made to
1579 the department, the department may consolidate two or
1580 more projects of the same housing authority, for which
1581 projects applications have been seasonably made under this
1582 section and which projects shall have been approved by the
1583 department, into a single project, and may make on behalf
1584 of the commonwealth a contract with the housing authority
1585 for state financial assistance in respect of such consolidated
1586 project superseding any such contract made in respect of any
1587 of the constituent projects, and may determine the date of
1588 completion of the consolidated project superseding any such
1589 date determined in respect of any of the constituent projects
1590 and such consolidated project shall be constructed, financed
1591 land managed as a single project; provided, that nothing con-
1592 tained in this sentence shall affect the rights of the holders
1593 of any notes or bonds outstanding in respect of any of the
1594 constituent projects at the time of such consolidation.
1595 If federal assistance for low-rent housing becomes avail-
1596 able in any form not applicable to projects under this
1597 chapter, the department shall immediately report the cir-
1598 cumstances to the general court together with such recom-
1599 mendations for legislation as may be necessary to enable such
1600 projects to qualify for such assistance. Upon the avaiiablity
1601 of federal financial assistance for low-rent housing projects
1602 under this section, each housing authority having a contract
1603 for state financial assistance shall, upon receipt of written
1604 notice from the department, immediately enter into negotia-
1605 tions with the federal government to arrange for federal
1606 assistance with respect to any project developed hereunder
1607 and for the termination in whole or in part, of state financial
1608 assistance. For any such project the department may order
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1609 any housing authority (1) to apply for federal financial
1610 assistance, and (2) upon obtaining the approval of the federal
1611 government, to enter into a contract or contracts for federal
1612 assistance, and to make such arrangements as are possible to
1613 terminate, reduce or subordinate the obligation of the corn-
-1614 monwealth to render financial assistance in such amount as is
1615 provided by federal assistance. No order of the department
1616 shall in any way affect any outstanding obligations of a
1617 housing authority or the rights of any holders of notes or
1618 bonds. The amount of federal payments shall be used to the
1619 fullest allowable extent to meet the payment of principal and
1620 inters! on all notes or bonds guaranteed by the common-
-1621 wealth.
1622 After March thirty-first, nineteen hundred and fifty-three,
1623 or such later date as the department shall determine that an
1624 acute shortage of housing for veterans constituting a public
1625 exigency, emergency or distress no longer exists in a par-
-1626 ticuiar city or town, any project, or a part of any project with
1627 the land appurtenant thereto, constructed under this section
1628 may, with the approval of the department, be sold for the fair
1629 market value thereof as determined by the department, but
1630 not less than the total of the outstanding obligations of the
1631 housing authority with respect to such project if the whole is
1632 sold or not less than that percentage of the total outstanding
1633 obligations of the authority with respect to such project
1634 which the cost of the part sold bears to the total cost of the
1635 entire project if a part is sold. Upon the expiration of the
1636 period for which the commonwealth is obliged to furnish
1637 state financial assistance, and provided, the federal govern-
-1638 ment has not become obligated to furnish federal financial
1639 assistance, any such project shall be offered for sale and
1640 disposed of as soon as is consistent with sound business
1641 judgment; provided, that any such sale shall be approved by
1642 the department. The Housing Authority Bonds Sinking Fund
1643 is hereby established and the state treasurer is hereby desig-
-1644 nated custodian thereof and he shall administer such fund in
1645 accordance with the provisions of chapter twenty-nine. So
1646 long as any notes or bonds or both issued by a housing
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1647 authority to finance the cost of a project under this section or
1648 section thirty-five and guaranteed by the commonwealth are
1649 outstanding, the proceeds of any sale of such project shall be
1650 paid by . the housing authority into such fund and shall be
1651 expended from time to time by the state treasurer to pay
1652 interest and principal of any notes or bonds or both issued by
1653 such housing authority to finance such project.
1654 The proceeds of any sale of such project in excess of the
1655 total of all obligations of the housing authority with respect
1656 to such project shall, after the payment of all notes or bonds
1657 or both issued by the housing authority to finance the cost of
1658 such project, be paid to the city or town in which such project
1659 is located and to the commonwealth. The respective payments
1660 to such city or town and the commonwealth shall be propor-
-1661 tional to the contributions theretofore made by such city or
1662 town and the commonwealth toward the development and
1663 maintenance of such project, as determined by the depart-
-1664 ment. In determining the contributions of a city or town, the
1665 department shall include the amounts which the City or town
1666 would have received if such project had not been exempt from
1667 taxes, betterments and special assessments, less any amounts
1668 paid by the housing authority to the city or town in lieu of
1669 such taxes, betterments and special assessments. Payments
1670 to the commonwealth hereunder shall be paid into the state
1671 treasury and shall be credited to the general fund.
1672 The provisions of sections one to forty-four, inclusive,
1673 except section thirty-three shall, as far as apt, be appli-
-1674 cable to projects developed under this section and under
1675 section thirty-five and to housing authorities while engaged
1676 in developing and administering such projects; provided, that
1677 whenever the phrases “federal government” or “federal leg-
-1678 islation” are used in said sections one to forty-four, inclu-
-1679 sive, they shall also mean the commonwealth or laws of the
1680 commonwealth, as the case may be; and that whenever the
1681 words “low-rent housing project” or “projects” are used in
1682 said sections they shall also mean a state-aided project under
1683 this section and section thirty-five.
1684 The following provisions shall be applicable to each con-
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tract for state financial assistance under this section and
section thirty-five:

1685
1686

(a) A housing authority may sell temporary notes or bonds
or both to finance project; provided, that the total amount
outstanding at any one time, exclusive of any notes or bonds
or both which may be issued for refunding purposes shall not
be in excess of the cost of the project as approved by the
department. And such notes or bonds, whether original or
refunding, may at any time be refunded through the issue
and sale of notes or bonds hereunder but in no event for a
term more than forty years after completion of the project, as
determined by the department.

1687
1688
1689
1690
1691
1692
1693
1694
1695
1696

Notwithstanding the provisions of section twenty-five the
payment of the principal of and interest on, all such notes or
bonds or both shall be guaranteed by the commonwealth, and
the full faith and credit of the commonwealth is hereby
pledged for any such guarantee; provided, that the total
amount of notes or bonds or both so guaranteed shall not
exceed two hundred and twenty-five million dollars in the
aggregate for all projects constructed under this section and
section thirty-five exclusive of any such notes or bonds or
both which may be issued for refunding purposes.

1697
1698
1699
1700
1701
1702
1703
1704
1705
1706
1707 No housing authority shall sell or offer for sale any such

notes or bonds without receiving from the department
approval of the amount, the term, the time of sale, the
amortization schedule, and other conditions of sale which the
department may deem relevant in connection with the sale of
such notes or bonds. Except as otherwise provided in this
paragraph, the amortization schedule for any bonds issued
hereunder shall provide for payment of principal and interest
combined in substantially equal amounts during each year
that any of said bonds remain outstanding. Bonds may be
issued for a maximum period of forty years from the com-
pletion of the project as determined by the department, or,
for any portion of such period as may remain at the time of
issue of said bonds. Bonds may be issued for less than the
maximum period permitted hereunder under an amortization
schedule which provides for the payment of a larger amount

1708
1709
1710
1711
1712
1713

1714
1715
1716
1717
1718
1719
1720
1721
1722
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1723 of principal and interest in the last year any such bonds
1724 remain outstanding than in the prior years, in which event
1725 the amortization schedule for such bonds shall provide (1)
1726 for payment of principal and interest combined during each
1727 year except the last in amounts which are not less than the
1728 amounts which would be required by an amortization sched-
-1729 ule for bonds bearing the same rate of interest and issued
1730 for the maximum period permitted; and (2) for the
1731 payment of the entire balance of such bonds in such last year.
1732 In the event bonds are issued for less than the maximum
1733 period permitted hereunder with a large amount of principal
1734 and interest payable in the last year as hereinbefore provided,
1735 the amount of principal and interest payable in said last year
1736 shall be disregarded in computing the requirements for the
1737 reserve under the first paragraph of this section. In the event
1738 notes are issued to finance or refinance a completed project,
1739 such notes shall be payable not later than twenty-four
1740 months after such issuance, and (1) such notes shall be
1741 permanently retired at the maturity thereof in an amount at
1742 least equivalent to the amount of retirement of bonds which
1743 would have been required by an amortization schedule for
1744 bonds issued for the maximum period permitted hereunder
1745 and bearing interest at the rate of two and one half per cent
1746 per annum, adjusted to the nearest month where notes are
1747 issued for a period other than one year; and (2) a reserve for
1748 principal and interest shall be created and maintained begin-
-1749 ning in the first year immediately succeeding the issuance of
1750 such notes, equal to one twelfth of the largest principal and
1751 interest payments which would become due in any one year
1752 thereafter, if such bonds had been issued, and such reserve
1753 shall be increased by a similar amount for each succeeding
1754 year, provided, however, that after June fourteenth, nineteen
1755 hundred and sixty-three, all such reserves whether theretofore
1756 or thereafter created and the maintenance and increase there-
-1757 of, shall be governed in all respects solely by the provisions
1758 of the first paragraph of this section as if such bonds had
1759 been issued. Anything herein to the contrary notwithstand-
-1760 ing, the failure of any amortization schedule of bonds or
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retirements of notes approved by the department to meet the
foregoing requirements shall not affect the validity of bonds
or notes issued hereunder.

1761
1762
1763

(£>) Each contract for financial assistance or supplementary
state financial assistance shall provide that the common-
wealth will pay to the housing authority annual contribu-
tions; provided, however, that the total amount of annual
contributions contraced for by the commonwealth for any
one year shall not exceed five million six hundred and twen-
ty-five thousand dollars. Each such annual contribution by
the commonwealth to the housing authorities shall be paid
by the commonwealth upon approval and certification by the
department to the state comptroller.

1764
1765
1766
1767
1768
1769
1770
1771
1772
1773

Each such contract shall contain a provision that the
annual contributions shall be used for the payment of interest
on, and principal of, notes or bonds or both of the housing
authority. The annual contributions for any one project shall
be payable in an amount not exceeding two and one half per
cent of the cost of the project, as determined by the depart-
ment, and for the fixed period during which the notes or
bonds or both issued to finance the cost of the project or any
refunding notes or bonds or both remain outstanding but in
no event for more than forty years after the completion of the
project, as determined by the department. Each such contract
shall provide that whenever in any year the x'eceipts of a
housing authority in connection with a project exceed its
expenditures for that project, including debt service, pay-
ments in lieu of taxes, administration, establishment of re-
serves, and other costs, as determined by the department,
an amount equal to such excess, or, in the case of projects
under section thirty-five an amount equal to such portion of
the excess as the department shall prescribe, shall be applied,
or set aside for application, to purposes which shall effect a
reduction in the amount of subsequent annual contributions.
The full faith and credit of the commonwealth is hereby
pledged to the payment of all annual contributions con-
tracted for by the commonwealth.

1774
1775
1776
1777
1778
1779
1780
1781
1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797

In addition to the provisions set forth in1798
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1799 prior two paragraphs which shall apply to projects
1800 completed on or before July first, nineteen hundred and
1801 sixty-six, this paragraph and the following paragraph shall
1802 apply to those projects which are completed after that
1803 date. Each contract for state financial assistance or
1804 for supplementary state financial assistance shall provide that
1805 the commonwealth will pay to the housing authority an-
-1806 nual contributions; provided, however, that the total amount
1807 of such additional contributions contracted for by the corn-
-1808 monwealth for any one year shall not exceed one million eight
1809 hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars. Each such annual
1810 contribution by the commonwealth to the housing authorities
1811 shall be paid by the commonwealth upon ap-
-1812 proval and certification by the department to the
1813 state comptroller.

1814 Each such contract shall contain a provision that the an-
-1815 nual contributions shall be used for the payment of interest
1816 on, and principal of, notes or bonds or both of the housing
1817 authority. The annual contributions for any one project shall
1818 be payable in an amount not exceeding five per cent of the
1819 cost of the project, as determined by the department, and for
1820 the fixed period during which the notes or bonds or both
1821 issued to finance the cost of the project or any refunding
1822 notes or bonds or both remain outstanding, but in no event
1823 for more than forty years after the completion of the project,
1824 as determined by the department. Each such contract shall
1825 provide that whenever in any year the receipts of a housing
1826 authority in connection with a project exceed its expenditures
1827 for that project, including debt service, payments in lieu of
1828 taxes, administration, establishment of reserves, and other
1829 costs, as determined by the department, an amount equal to
1830 such excess, or, in the case of projects under section thirty-
-1831 five, an amount equal to such portion of the excess as the
1832 department shall prescribe, shall be applied, or set aside for
1833 application, to purposes which shall effect a reduction in the
1834 amount of subsequent annual contributions. The full faith
1835 and credit of the commonwealth is hereby pledged to the
1836 payment of all contributions contracted for by the com-
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monwealth. The provisions of subdivision (e) of this section
shall not apply to projects completed after July first, nineteen
hundred and sixty-six.

1837
1838
1839

In addition to said annual contribution the commonwealth
shall, upon approval and certification by the department to
the state comptroller, pay, during any fiscal year, an addi-
tional annual contribution not exceeding one and one half per
cent of the completion cost of such projects or parts of
projects which are under temporary financing; provided that
said projects or parts of projects have been determined to be
completed and eligible to receive such annual contribution by
said department, and provided further that the combined
revenue and subsidy of such projects is insufficient to meet
the cost of operation and debt service. Such additional annual
contribution shall be in addition to that permitted under the
second paragraph of this subdivision. In the case of a con-
solidated project, such additional annual contribution shall
be computed on the basis of the completion cost or costs
of the constituent projects or parts of projects under tempo-
rary financing. The additional annual contributions autho-
rized under this paragraph shall not in any year exceed one
million eighty-eight thousand five hundred and twenty dol-
lars over and above the five million six hundred and twenty-
five thousand dollars already provided for under the first
paragraph of this subdivision.

1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1959
1860
1861

(c) The department may enforce any of its orders, rules or
regulations or the provisions of any contract between the
commonwealth and a housing authority by a bill in equity
filed in the superior court or by a petition for a writ of
mandamus filed under the provisions of section five of chapter
two hundred and forty-nine. In the event of a breach by a
housing authority of any provisions of contract between it and
the commonwealth relating to a project, the commonwealth,
acting by the department, may take immediate possession of
the project, and retain possession and operate the project in
the place and stead of the housing authority, with all the
rights and powers of the housing authority, and subject to all
of its obligations respecting the possession and operation of

1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
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the project and the revenues therefrom, until such time as
such breach shall have been corrected to the satisfaction of
the department.

1875
1876
1877

(d) A housing authority which sells bonds or notes to
finance a project under authority of this section, or which has
received funds from a city or town under authority of chapter
three hundred and seventy-two of the acts of nineteen hun-
dred and forty-six as amended, shall cause an audit to be
made of its accounts annually at the close of a fiscal year by
the department of the state auditor and a copy of the report
of said audit shall be filed promptly with the department.

1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886 Ie) Any type of housing including one, two and three

family dwellings may be constructed under this section not-
withstanding the provision that each project shall conform as
nearly as possible to the existing published requirements of
the federal government for low rent or other housing projects.
In offering residences for sale constructed under this section,
preference to potential buyers shall be given whenever
reasonably possible as follows: (1) veterans tenants of such
residences; (2) all other World War II veterans as defined in
section seven of chapter four; (3) surviving widows and
mothers of said veterans of World War II; (4) all other
United States war veterans and their surviving widow or
mother as long as the veteran was discharged from the
United States military service under conditions other than
dishonorable; (5) all other resident citizens of the city or
town in which the said residences are located; (6) all other
citizens of the commonwealth; (7) an urban redevelopment
corporation; and (8) all others.

1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904 (/) Whenever a housing authority shall determine that

land acquired by it under subsection (d) of section eleven for
the purposes of this section is in excess of or no longer
required for such purposes it may, upon approval by the
department, sell or otherwise dispose of such land by deed or
instrument approved as to form by the attorney general.
Funds received from a sale of land as herein provided shall be
paid into the Housing Authority Bonds Sinking Fund as
provided in this section.

1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
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1913 (g) Whenever a housing authority shall determine that
1914 any gas, electric or heating distribution system which has
1915 been built or acquired for the purposes of this section is no
1916 longer required for such purposes, it may, upon approval by
1917 the department, sell or otherwise dispose of such gas, electric
1918 or heating distribution system, or any part thereof, by deed
1919 or instrument approved as to form by the attorney general.
1920 Funds received from a sale of gas, electric or heating distri-
1921 button system or any part thereof, as herein provided, shall
1922 be paid into the Housing Authority Bonds Sinking Fund as
1923 provided in this section.
1924 (h) The department shall promulgate rules and regulations
1925 relative to uniform standards for tenant selection which shall
1926 establish the order of priority governing the selection of
1927 tenants, and a housing authority thereafter shall be bound by
1928 such standards in its selection of tenants.
1929 Notwithstanding any of the provisions of sections thirty-
1930 five to thirty-seven inclusive, any housing authority having a
1931 contract for state financial assistance, may, with respect to
1932 any project developed hereunder, and in accordance with the
1933 provisions of section fourteen and section thirty contract with
1934 the federal government for financial assistance in accordance
1935 with the provisions of federal legislation.
1936 Section 35. The commonwealth, acting by and through the
1937 department, may enter into a contract or contracts with the
1938 housing authority for supplementary state financial assis-
1939 tance in the form of a guarantee by the commonwealth of
1940 any loan made by the housing authority to finance that
1941 portion of the cost of the housing project or projects not
1942 financed with federal assistance, and annual contributions by
1943 the commonwealth on that portion of the cost of such project
1944 or projects for which no federal contributions are available.
1945 Section 36. The commonwealth shall have power to receive
1946 loans and grants from the federal government or any agency
1947 or instrumentality thereof, or from any other source, public
1948 or private, and to use any such loan or grant or part thereof
1949 for any purpose of this chapter, or to act as agent of, or to
1950 cooperate in any way with, the federal government or any
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1951 agency or instrumentality thereof on any project authorized
1952 by this chapter.
1953 Section 37. For the purpose of avoiding, so far as praoti-
-1954 cable, during the period of public exigency, emergency and
1955 distress now existing on account of the acute shortage of
1956 housing in many cities and towns of the commonwealth, the
1957 making of persons or families homeless as the result of the
1958 demolition of dwelling units on land acquired or to be ac-
-1959 quired for 'the purposes of an urban renewal project, or any
1960 other public improvement by the commonwealth, a city or
1961 town, or any other public body, the commonwealth acting by
1962 and through the department may enter into a contract or
1963 contracts with a housing authority, or, in the event an urban
1964 renewal agency exists within a city or town, with a housing
1965 authority upon request of the urban renewal agency, for state
1965 a financial assistance in the form of a guarantee by the corn-
-1966 monweaith of notes or bonds, or both of the housing au-
-1967 thority issued to finance the cost of a relocation project or
1968 projects. The guarantee by the commonwealth of the notes or
1969 bonds or both of a housing authority shall be executed on
1970 each note or bond or both by the commissioner; provided,
1971 however, that the total amount guaranteed shall not exceed
1972 twenty-five million dollars in the aggregate or the actual cost
1973 of the construction of two thousand units, whichever amount
1974 is the lesser. Each such contract shall contain such limitations
1975 as to the development cost of the project and administrative
1975 a and maintenance costs, as the department may require. Each
1976 project shall be based upon a separate application made to
1977 the department, which shall include such evidence of need as
1978 the department may require including a statement that the
1979 local planning board has been informed as to the location and
1980 number of dwelling units of the proposed project. The
1981 department shall ascertain 'and certify the need for each
1982 project after determining that there exists in such city or
1983 town and its vicinity a period of public exigency, emergency
1984 and distress occasioned by an acute shortage of housing;
1985 provided, that the department may not approve a project or
1986 projects in any city or town for a number of dwelling units in
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1987 excess of fifty per cent of the number of families to be
1988 displaced by an urban renewal project or other public im-
1989 provement.
1990 A project constructed under this section shall be deemed to
1991 provide adequate performance as set forth in section three J
1992 of chapter one hundred and forty-three.
1993 After such date as the department may determine that
1994 such acute shortage of housing for displaced persons con-
1995 stituting a public exigency, emergency or distress no longer
1996 exists, any relocation project acquired, constructed, moved or
1997 rehabilitated may, with the approval of the department, be
1998 offered for sale at its fair market value and disposed of as
1999 soon as is consistent with sound business judgment; provided,
2000 that no such sale shall be for less than the total of the
2001 outstanding obligations of the housing authority with respect
2002 to such project. If the proceeds of the sale of such a project
2003 are in excess of the total of all obligations for the housing
2004 authority with respect to such project such excess shall after
2005 the payment of all notes, bonds and other outstanding o'b-
2006 ligations issued by the housing authority to finance the
2007 cost of such project, be paid to the city or town in which such
2008 project is located.
2009 Sections one to forty-four, inclusive, of this chapter, ex-
2010 cept sections thirty-two and thirty-three, shall, as far as apt,
2011 be applicable to projects developed under this section and
2012 to housing authorities while engaged in developing and ad-
-2013 ministering such projects; provided that no application for
2014 state financial assistance under this section shall be accepted
2015 by the department after January first, nineteen hundred and
2016 sixty-five.

2017 An authority shall not acquire land for the site of a
2018 relocation project by eminent domain under chapter seventy-
-2019 nine or chapter eighty A, or by purchase, gift or otherwise,
2020 unless such land is entirely or almost entirely unoccupied by
2021 inhabited dwellings; provided, however, that an authority
2022 may acquire a completed dwelling or a group of dwellings for
2023 a relocation project if acquisition of such does not involve
2024 their demolition. The total number of dwelling units to be
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created in any one city or town in connection with relocation
projects, for which state assistance may be granted, shall not
exceed two per cent of the total of dwelling units in such city
or town as reported by the United States Census of nineteen
hundred and fifty.

2025
2026
2027
2028
2029

The following provisions shall be applicable to each con-
tract for state financial assistance under this section and
section thirty-five:

2030
2031
2032
2033 (a) A housing authority may sell temporary notes or bonds

or both to finance a relocation project; provided, that the
total amount outstanding at any one time, exclusive of any
notes or bonds or both which may be issued for refunding
purposes shall not be in excess of the cost of the projects as
approved by the department. Any such notes or bonds may
be refunded through the sale of similar notes or bonds, but in
no event for a term more than as determined by the depart-
ment. Notwithstanding the provisions of section seventeen
the payment of the principal of, and interest on, all such
notes or bonds or both shall be guaranteed by the common-
wealth and the faith and credit of the commonwealth is
hereby pledged for any such guarantee; provided, that the
total amount so guaranteed shall not exceed twenty-five
million dollars in the aggregate. No housing authority shall
sell or offer for sale any such notes or bonds without receiving
from the department approval of the amount, the term and
the time of sale. The net income of the project, after op-
erating charges and expenses as approved by the depart-
ment, shall be applied annually in reduction of the out-
standing indebtedness of the housing authority in relation to
the project. In case any funds become available for the
payment of any bonds, notes or other obligations issued or
incurred in connection with a relocation project before such
obligations are due, and the holders of any such obligations
are not willing to accept present payment thereof, such funds
shall be held by the authority until such obligations are due
and then applied to the payment thereof, and in the mean-
time shall be invested only in securities legal for the invest-
ment of funds of savings banks.

2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
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2063 ib) Upon the completion or acquisition of a project by a
2064 housing authority, it shall be maintained and operated by
2065 such authority. In the operation or management of relocation
2066 projects, an authority shall at all times observe the following
2067 requirements with respect to rentals and tenant selec-
2068 tion:
2069 (1) It shall rent to a tenant dwelling accommodations
2070 consisting of the least number of rooms which it deems
2071 necessary to provide safe and sanitary accommodations to the
2072 proposed occupants thereof without overcrowding, in ac-
2073 cordance with a rent schedule approved by the department.
2074 Such rent schedule shall be arranged so as to be suficient, in
2075 the opinion of the department, to pay all of the costs of
2076 maintaining and operating the project, including a reasonable
2077 allowance for depreciation, and may, in the discretion of the
2078 department, be sufficient so as also to include each year an
2079 allowance for the amortization of all or part of the cost of
2080 acquiring and constructing the project not otherwise pro-
2081 vided for.
2082 (2) A housing authority shall not admit a person or family
2083 for occupancy in a relocation project for a period longer than
2084 may be from time to time determined by the department. A
2085 housing authority shall accept as tenants persons or families
2086 who occupied dwellings eliminated by demolition, condemna-
2087 tion and effective closing as part of any public improvement
2088 made by the commonwealth, city or town or other body
2089 politic and corporate or of any urban renewal, code enforce-
2090 ment or chapter one hundred and twenty-one A project;
2091 provided, that to the extent that no displaced persons apply
2092 for tenancy in such relocation project the authority may
2093 admit as tenants veterans as defined in this chapter and
2094 elderly persons of low income and families; provided, that no
2094 a vacancies exist for such elderly persons and families of low
2095 income in existing low rent public housing projects. If a
2096 housing authority acquired a completed dwelling or group of
2097 dwellings for a relocation project, and the acquisition of such
2098 does not involve their demolition, the authority may permit
2099 any person or family otherwise eligible under this chapter to
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continue in occupancy for such period or periods that such
dwelling units are not needed for persons or families displaced
by any public improvement or urban renewal, code enforce-
ment or chapter one hundred and twenty-one A project.

2100
2101
2102
2103

(3) In any action to recover possession of premises occu-
pied in a relocation project, the provisions of sections twelve
and thirteen of chapter one hundred and eighty-six and
section nine of chapter two hundred and thirty-nine shall not
apply.

2104
2105
2106
2107
2108

The provisions of this chapter or any other law to the
contrary notwithstanding a housing authority may acquire
with the approval of the department for use as a relocation
project any existing project owned by it or leased to it by the
federal government, and may with the approval of the de-
partment operate and maintain such project as a relocation
project.

2109
2110
2111
2112
2113
2114
2115

Section 38. It is hereby declared that substandard and
decadent areas exist in certain portions of the commonwealth
and that there is not, in certain parts of the commonwealth,
an adequate supply of decent, safe and sanitary housing for
elderly persons of low income, available for rents which such
persons can afford to pay, and the rents which such persons
can afford to pay would not warrant private enterprise in
providing housing for such persons; that this situation tends
to cause an increase and spread of communicable and chronic
diseases, that the lack of properly constructed dwelling units
designed specifically to meet the needs of elderly persons
aggravates those diseases peculiar to the elderly thereby
crowding the hospitals of the state with elderly persons under
conditions of idleness that inevitably invite further senility;
that this situation constitutes a menace to the health, safety,
welfare and comfort of the inhabitants of the commonwealth
and is detrimental to property values in the localities in
which it exists; that this sitution cannot readily be remedied
by private enterprise; and that a public exigency exists which
makes the provision of housing for elderly persons of low
income and the clearance of decadent or substandard areas a
public necessity; that the provision of housing for elderly
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2120
2121
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2124
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2129
2130
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persons of low income for the purpose of reducing the cost to
the state of their care by promoting their health and welfare,
thereby prolonging their productivity in the interest of the
state and nation, and the clearance of decadent or sub-
standard areas, or either, constitutes and hereby is declared to
be a public use for which private property may be taken by
eminent domain and public funds raised by taxation may be
expended.

2138
2139
2140
2141
2142
2143
2144
2145

Section 39. The housing authority of each city or town
organized under section three shall have power to provide
housing for elderly persons of low income either in separate
projects or as a definite portion of any other projects under-
taken under sections twenty-five to forty-four, inclusive, of
this chapter, or in remodeled or reconstruced existing build-
ings, and the provisions of sections one to forty-four inclu-
sive, of this chapter shall, so far as apt, be applicable to
projects and parts of projects undertaken under sections
thirty-eight through forty-one except as otherwise provided
in section forty or elsewhere in this chapter.

2146
2147
2148
2149
2150
2151
2152
2153
2154
2155
2156

In any town in which a veterans’ housing project or project
for the housing of elderly persons has already been con-
structed or established, the local housing authority shall not
be empowered to erect a new housing project for elderly
persons, nor shall a contract for financial assistance appli-
cable to the construction of a new project for the housing of
elderly persons be entered into pursuant to the provisions
of section forty-one until there shall have been submitted to,
and approved by vote of, an annual town meeting or a special
town meeting called therefor, the question whether the local
housing authority should be empowered to erect such new
housing project, for one of the purposes authorized by law, as
said authority should thereafter determine to be reasonably
necessary and feasible.

2157
2158
2159
2160
2161
2162
2163
2164
2165
2166
2167
2168
2169
2170

Section 40. The following provisions shall be applicable to
housing for elderly persons of low income:

2171
2172

(a) There shall be no requirement that the occupants of
such housing constitute families, and housing may be pro-
vided in separate dwelling units for elderly persons living

2173
2174
2175
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2176 alone or with such other persons who are either eligible under
2177 the provisions of this part, or necessary to the physical welfare
2178 of the elderly occupant; provided, that such other necessary
2179 person is eligible for low-rent housing, (b) Projects for such
2180 housing may and shah, when practicable, be established near
2181 the neighborhoods where the elderly persons reside, (c) Hous-
-2182 ing for elderly persons of low income shah conform to
2183 standards established by the department after consultation
2184 with the department of public health, the department of
2185 public welfare and the board of standards, and shah be
2186 designed so as to alleviate the infirmities characteristic of the
2187 elderly, (d) Projects or parts of projects shall be constructed
2188 for elderly persons of low income and shall be available and
2189 assigned to such persons without regard to their status as
2190 veterans upon the application of such elderly persons and the
2191 establishment of their eligibility under the provisions of
2192 sections thirty-six to forty-one, inclusive, (e) Rents for dwel-
-2193 ling units in projects or parts of projects constructed for
2193 a elderly persons of low income shah be computed as provided
2194 in section thirty-two; provided, however, that the rent so
2195 computed shall not be increased as to any tenant unless
2196 his annual income has increased at least twelve hundred
2197 dollars above the annual income received by him at the
2198 time the rent was computed; and provided, further, that in the
2199 case of persons receiving old age assistance under chapter
2200 one hundred and eighteen A, directly or indirectly in whole or
2201 in part from the commonwealth, dwelling units in projects or
2202 parts of projects constructed under section thirty-nine shall be
2203 deemed to be adequate housing for elderly persons and shall
2204 qualify for and rent at the maximum rental allowance under
2205 the old age assistance laws, regulations or policies. (/) The
2206 department shall promulgate rules and regulations relative to
2207 uniform standards for tenant selection which shall establish
2208 the order of priority governing the selection of tenants, and a
2209 housing authority thereafter shall be bound by such stan-
-2210 dards in its selection of tenants.
2211 Section The commonwealth, acting by and through the
2212 department may enter into a contract or contracts with a
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housing authority for state financial assistance in the form of
a guarantee by the commonwealth of bonds and notes, or
either bonds or notes, of the housing authority issued to
finance the cost of a project or projects or a part or parts of a
project or projects to provide housing for elderly persons of
low income. The amount of bonds and notes, or bonds or
notes, guaranteed by the commonwealth under this section
shall not exceed two hundred and ten million dollars. Each
contract for state financial assistance shall provide that the
commonwealth will pay to the housing authority annual
contributions; provided, however, that the total amount of
annual contributions contracted for by the commonwealth for
any one year shall not exceed five million two hundred and
fifty thousand dollars. Each such annual contribution by
the commonwealth shall be paid by the commonwealth upon
approval and certification by the department to the state
comptroller. The provisions of sections thirty-four and thirty-
five shall, so far as apt, be applicable to contracts for state
financial assistance under this section.

2213
2214
2215
2216
2217
2218
2219
2220
2221
2222
2223
2224
2225
2226
2227
2228
2229
2230
2231

In addition to said annual contribution, the commonwealth
shall upon approval and certification by the department to
the state comptroller pay an additional annual contribution
of one and one half per cent of the completion cost during any
fiscal year over and above the annual contribution of two and
one half per cent of the completion cost permitted under the
first paragraph of this section and under sections thirty-four
and thirty-five for any project or projects or a part or parts of
a project or projects to provide housing for elderly persons of
low income; provided, said project or projects have been
determined to be complete and eligible to receive such annual
contributions by the department; and provided further that
the commissioner finds that the combined revenue and sub-
sidy of such projects is insufficient to meet the cost of
operation and debt service. The additional annual contribu-
tions authorized under this paragraph shall not in any one
year exceed three million one hundred and fifty thousand
dollars, over and above the five million two hundred and
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2234
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2237
2238
2239
2240
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2242
2243
2244
2245
2246
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2249
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fifty thousand dollars as authorized under the first para
graph.

2250
2251

Section Jf2. It is hereby declared (a) that there does not
now exist within the commonwealth an adequate supply of
decent, safe and sanitary dwelling units available at rents
which families of low income can afford without depriving
themselves of the other necessities of life, (h) that the
elimination of decadent or substandard areas in the com-
monwealth and the rehousing of the families now in such
areas, many of them of low income, in decent, safe and
sanitary housing is a public necessity, (c) that experience has
demonstrated that the construction of the new low-rent
housing projects on the large scale required to provide the
needed dwelling units would be unduly expensive and would
generate undesirable social consequences, (d) that there exists
a supply of moderate rental dwelling units within the com-
monwealth presently under construction or vacant which
could be used to house such families of low income as cannot
presently afford decent, safe and sanitary housing, provided
public funds are available to supplement the portion of their
income which they can afford to spend on housing, and (e) a
program of rental assistance operated through the housing
authorities in the cities and towns would help end the un-
desirable concentration and segregation of families of low
income in separate, concentrated areas of our cities and towns
and help give every citizen an equal opportunity to enjoy
decent, safe and sanitary housing in a neighborhood of bis
own choice.

2252
2253
2254
2255
2256
2257
2258
2259
2260
2261
2262
2263
2264
2265
2266
2267
2268
2269
2270
2271
2272
2273
2274
2275
2276
2277
2278 Section I[3. In addition to its other powers and for the

purpose of implementing a program of rental assistance a
housing authority may rent or lease dwelling units for periods
of not less than one nor more than five years. Any such lease
shall contain a provision conditioning the obligations of the
housing authority thereunder upon the prior certification by
the board of health of the city or town that such dwelling
unit is in compliance with the provisions of the minimum
standards of fitness for human habitation set forth in the
state sanitary code. No housing authority shall enter into any

2279
2280
2281
2282
2283
2284
2285
2286
2287
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such lease until (a) the housing authority has adopted a scale
of maximum rents, including specified utility charges, pay-
able by the authority for housing units of various types under
such leases and the department has approved such scale as
being consistent wit the purposes of the rental assistance
program, (fa) the housing authority has determined that an
adequate supply of the type of housing to be leased is not
presently available in the low-rent housing projects located
Within the city or town, and (c) the housing authority has
determined that the rent payable under the lease is not in
excess of rents payable for similar types of housing units
within the city or town. A housing authority shall, in order to
encourage the construction and remodeling of dwelling units,
endeavor to lease units recently constructed, reconstructed or
remodeled but may enter into leases for other units. In no
event shall the number of units leased by any housing auth-
thority in any one building or development exceed the fol-
lowing limits: In a building or development containing one
to three units, no limit; in a building or development
containing four to eight units, two units; in a building or
development containing nine or more units, one fourth of the
total units, rounded up to the highest whole number; in any
one block bounded by public ways, twenty per cent of the
total units therein contained.

2288
2289
2290
2291
2292
2293
2294
2295
2296
2297
2298
2299
2300
2301
2302
2303
2304
2305
2306
2307
2308
2309
2310
2311
2312 Section 44■ The requirements with respect to rentals and

tenant selection for low-rent housing projects shall apply to
units leased by a housing authority under the rental assis-
tance program, except that (a) as between applicants, who
need not be residents of the city or town, equally in need and
eligible for occupancy, preference shall be given in the selec-
tion of tenants to the following types of applicants; first
to families with four or more minor dependents, then to
families displaced by public action, and then to elderly per-
sons of low income as defined in section one provided, how-
ever, that in the case of any project financially assisted by
the federal government, preference may be given in the se-
lection of tenants in whatever manner is required by federal
legislation, (fa) rentals payable by selected tenant families

2313
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2315
2316
2317
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2319
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2325
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or persons shall be determined by a housing authority solely
on the basis of such family or person’s ability to pay, and
shall be adjusted should such ability change; (c) a housing
authority shall release and assign its rights under any lease
to the tenant then occupying a dwelling unit under the rental
assistance program provided the tenant so requests, and pro-
vided the tenant demonstrates financial ability to pay the full
rent called for under the lease; and (d) payments to the
owner of a dwelling unit leased under the rental assistance pro-
gram shall be made in the manner determined by the housing
authority and agreed to by said owner. Amounts paid on be-
half of tenant families under the rental assistance program
shall not be considered in determining the amount of welfare
or other public assistance payments to which they may be
entitled.

2326
2327
2328
2329
2330
2331
2332
2333
2334
2335
2336
2337
2338
2339
2340
2341 Funds appropriated for the rental assistance program es-

tablished by sections forty-two to forty-four, inclusive, or
which may become available therefor from the federal gov-
ernment or any other sources, shall be allocated within the
following limits. Cities with over five hundred thousand
population at the latest census, not in excess of fifty per cent
of such funds for any one such city; cities and towns with
between, one hundred thousand and five hundred thousand
population, not in excess of twenty per cent of such funds for
any one such city or town; and cities and towns under one
hundred thousand population, not in excess of ten per cent of
such funds for any one such city or town. The department
shall allocate funds on the basis of applications therefor from
the housing authorities.

2342
2343
2344
2345
2346
2347
2348
2349
2350
2351
2352
2353
2354
2355 Section Ifs. It is hereby declared that substandard,

decadent or blighted open areas exist in certain cities and
towns in this commonwealth; that each constitutes a serious
and growing menace, injurious and inimical to the safety,
health, morals and welfare of the residents of the common-
wealth; that each contributes substantially to the spread of
disease and crime, necessitating excessive and disproportion-
ate expenditure of public funds for the preservation of the
public health and safety, for crime prevention, correction,
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2364 prosecution and punishmet and the treatment of juvenile
2365 delinquency and for the maintenance of adequate police, fire
2366 and accident protection and other public services and facili-
-2367 ties; that each constitutes an economic and social liability,
2368 substantially impairs or arrests the sound growth of cities and
2369 towns, and retards the provision of housing accommodations;
2369 a that each decreases the value of private investments and
2370 threatens the sources of public revenue and the financial
2371 stability of communities; that because of the economic and
2372 social interdependence of different communities and of dif-
2373 ferent areas within single communities, the redevelopment
2374 of land in decadent, substandard and blighted open areas in
2375 accordance with a comprehensive plan to promote the sound
2376 growth of the community is necessary in order to achieve
2377 permanent and comprehensive elimination of existing slums
2378 and substandard conditions and to prevent the recurrence of
2379 such slums or conditions or their development in other parts
2380 of the community or in other communities; that the rede-
2381 velopment of blighted open areas promotes the clearance of
2382 decadent or substandard areas and prevents their creation
2383 and occurrence; that the menace of such decadent, substand-
2384 ard or blighted open areas is beyond remedy and control
2385 solely by regulatory process in the exercise of the police
2386 power and cannot be dealt with effectively by the ordinary
2387 operations of private enterprise without the aids herein
2388 provided; that the acquisition of property for the purpose of
2389 eliminating decadent, substandard or blighted open condi-
2390 tions thereon and preventing recurrence of such conditions in
2391 the area, the removal of structures and improvement of sites,
2392 the disposition of the property for redevelopment incidental
2393 to the foregoing, the exercise of powers by urban renewal
2394 agencies and any assistance which may be given by cities and
2395 towns or any other public bodies in connection therewith are
2396 public uses and purposes for which public money may be
2397 expended and the power of eminent domain exercised; and
2398 that the acquisition, planning, clearance, conservation,
2399 rehabilitation or rebuilding of such decadent, substandard
2400 and blighted open areas for residential, governmental, recrea-
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■

tional, educational, hospital, business, commercial, industrial
or other purposes, including the provision of streets, parks,
recreational areas and other open spaces, are public uses and
benefits for which private property may be acquired by
eminent domain or regulated by wholesome and reasonable
orders, laws and directions and for which public funds may be
expended for the good and welfare of this commonwealth.

2401
2402
24Q3
2404
2405
2406
2407

It Is furher declared that while certain of such decadent,
substandard and blighted open areas, or portions thereof, may
require acquisition and clearance because the state of dete-
rioration may make impracticable the reclamation of such
'areas or portions by conservation and rehabilitation, other of
such areas, or portions thereof, are in such condition that
they may be conserved and rehabilitated in such a manner
that the conditions 'and evils enumerated above may be
alleviated or eliminated; and that all powers relating to
conservation and rehabilitation conferred by this chapter are
for public uses and purposes for which public money may be
expended and said powers exercised.

2408
2409
2410
2411
2412
2413
2414
2415
2416
2417
2418
2419
2420 The necessity in the public interest for the provisions of

this chapter relating to urban renewal projects is hereby
declared as a matter of legislative determination.

2421
2422
2423 Section 46. An urban renewal agency shall have ail the

powers necessary or convenient to carry out and effectuate
the purposes of relevant provisions of the General Laws, and
shall have the following powers in addition to those specifi-
cally granted in section eleven or elsewhere in this
chapter:

2424
2425
2426
2427
2428
2429 (a) to determine what areas within its jurisdiction con-

stitute decadent, substandard or blighted open areas;2430
2431 (b) to prepare plans for the clearance, conservation and

rehabilitation of decadent, substandard or blighted open areas,
including plans for carrying out a program of voluntary re-
pair and rehabilitation of buildings and improvements, plans
for the enforcement of laws, codes and regulations relating
to the use of land and the use of occupancy of buildings
and improvements, plans for the compulsory repair and
rehabilitation of buildings and improvements, and plans for

2432
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2434
2435
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2439 the demolition and removal of buildings and improvements;
2440 (c) to prepare or cause to be prepared urban renewal
2441 plans, master or general plans, workable programs for
2442 development of the community, general neighborhood re-
-2443 newal plans, community renewal programs and any plans
2444 or studies required or assisted under federal law;
2445 (d) to engage in urban renewal projects, and to enforce
2446 restrictions and controls contained in any approved urban
2447 renewal plan or any covenant or agreemnt contained in any
2448 contract, deed or lease by the urban renewal agency not-
-2449 withstanding that said agency may no longer have any title
2450 to or interest in the property to which such restrictions and
2451 controls apply or to any neighboring property;
2452 (e) to conduct investigations, make studies, surveys and
2453 plans and disseminate information relative to community
2454 development including desirable patterns for land use and
2455 community growth, urban renewal, relocation, and any other
2456 matter deemed by it to be material in connection with any of
2457 its powers and duties, and to make such studies, plans and
2458 information available to the federal government, to agencies
2459 or subdivisons of the commonwealth and to interested per-
-2460 sons;
2461 (f) to develop, test and report methods and techniques and
2462 carry out demonstrations for the prevention and elimination
2463 of slums and urban blight; and
2464 (g) to receive gifts, loans, grants, contributions or other
2465 financial assistance from the federal government, the corn-
-2466 monwealth, the city or town in which it was organized or any
2467 other source.
2468 Section k 7- Notwithstanding any contrary provision of this
2469 chapter, an urban renewal agency may, with the consent of
2470 the department and municipal officers, and after a temporary
2471 loan contract for the purpose has been executed under the
2472 United States Housing Act of 1949, as amended, take by
2473 eminent domain as provided in subsection (d) of section
2474 eleven or acquire by purchase, lease, gift, bequest or grant,
2475 and hold, clear, repair, operate and after having taken or
2476 acquired the same, dispose of land constituting the whole or
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2477 any part or parts of any area which, after a public hearing of
2478 which the land owners of record have been notified by reg-
-2479 istered mail and of which at least twenty days’ notice has
2480 been given by publication in a newspaper having a general
2481 circulation in the city or town in which the land lies it has
2481 a determined to be a decadent, substandard or blighted open
2481 b area and for which it is preparing an urban renewal plan,
2482 and for such purposes may borrow money from the federal
2483 government or any other source or use any available funds or
2484 both; provided, however, that no such taking or acquisiton
2485 shall be effected until the expiration of thirty days after the
2486 urban renewal agency has notified the land owner of record
2486 by registered mail and has caused a notice of such determina-
2487 tion to be published, in a newspaper having general circula-
2488 tion in such city or town. Within thirty days after pub-
2489 iioation of the notice of such determination, any person
2490 aggrieved by such determination may file a petition in the
2491 supreme judicial or superior court sitting in Suffolk county
2492 for a writ of certiorari againstthe urban renewal agency to
2493 correct errors of law in such determination, which shall be the
2494 exclusive remedy for such purpose; and the provisions of
2495 section one D of chapter two hunded and thirteen, and of
2496 section four of chapter two hundred and forty-nine, shall
2497 apply to said petition except as herein provided with respect
2498 to the time for the filing thereof.
2499 Section tfB. No urban renewal project shall be undertaken
2500 until (1) a public hearing relating to the urban renewal plan
2501 for such project has been held after due notice before the city
2502 council of a city or the municipal officers of a town and (2)
2503 the urban renewal plan therefor has been approved by the
2504 municipal officers and the department as provided in this

2506 Whenever the urban renewal agency determines that an
2507 urban renewal project should be undertaken in the city or
2508 town in which it was organized, it shall apply to the mu-
2509 nicipai officers for approval of the urban renewal plan for
2510 such project. Such application shall be accompanied by an
2511 urban renewal plan for the project, a Statement of the pro-

2505 section.
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2512 posed method for financing the project and such other in-
2513 formation as the urban renewal agency deems advisable.
2514 Every urban renewal plan approved by the municipal of-
2515 ficers shall be submitted to the department together with
2516 such other material as the department may require.
2517 The department shall not approve any urban renewal plan
2518 unless the planning board established under the provisions of
2519 section seventy or eighty-one A of chapter forty-one for the
2520 city or town where the project is located has found and the
2521 department concurs in such finding or, if no planning board
2522 exists in such city or town, the department finds that the
2523 urban renewal plan is based upon a local survey and conforms
2524 to a comprehensive plan for the locality as a whole. The
2525 department shall likewise not approve any urban renewal
2526 plan unless it shall have found (a) the project area would not
2527 by private enterprise alone and without either government
2528 subsidy or the exercise of governmental powers be made
2529 available for urban renewal; (b) the proposed land uses and
2530 building requirements in the project area will afford maxi-
2531 mum opportunity to privately financed urban renewal con-
2532 sistent with the sound needs of the locality as a whole; (c)
2533 the financial plan is sound; (d) the project area is a
2534 decadent, substandard or blighted open area; (e) that the
2535 urban renewal plan is sufficiently complete, as required by
2536 section one; and (/) the relocation plan has been approved
2537 under chapter seventy-nine A.
2538 Within sixty days after submission of the urban renewal
2539 plan, the department shall give written notice to the urban
2540 renewal agency of its decision with respect to the plan. If the
2540 a department shall disapprove any such plan, it shall state in
2541 writing in such notice its reasons for disapproval. A plan
2542 which has not been approved by the department when sub-
-2543 mitted may be again submitted to it with such modifica-
-2544 tions, supporting data or arguments as are necessary to meet
2545 its objections. The department may hold a public hearing
2546 upon any urban renewal plan submitted to it, and shall do so
2547 if requested in writing within ten days after submission of
2548 the plan by the urban renewal agency, the mayor or city coun-
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2549 cil of the city or selectmen of the town in which the proposed
2550 project is located, or twenty-five or more taxable inhabitants
2551 of such city or town.
2552 Any provision to the contrary notwithstanding, when the
2553 location of a proposed urban renewal project has been de-
2554 termined, the urban renewal agency may, without awaiting
2555 the approval of the department, proceed, by option or other-
2556 wise, to obtain control of such property within the urban
2557 renewal project area as is necessary to carry out the urban
2558 renewal plan; but it shall not, without the approved of the
2559 department, unconditionally obligate itself to purchase or
2560 otherwise acquire any such property except as provided in

2562 When the urban renewal plan or such a project has been
2563 approved by the department and notice of such approval has
2564 been given to the urban renewal agency, such agency may
2565 proceed at once to acquire real estate within the location of
2566 the project, either by eminent domain or by grant, purchase,
2567 lease, gift, exchange or otherwise.
2568 Section 49. If an urban renewal agency shall sell or lease
2569 any property acquired by it for an urban renewal project,
2570 the terms of such sales or leases shall obligate the purchasers
2571 or lessees, (a) to devote the land to the use specified in the
2572 urban renewal plan for said land; (b) to begin the building of
2573 their improvements within a reasonable time; provided, how-
2574 ever, that, with respect to any improvements of a type
2575 which any federal agency, as defined in subsection (b) of
2575 a section 3 of the Federal Property and Administrative Services
2576 Act of 1949, as amended, is otherwise authorized to make,
2577 this clause shall apply to such federal agency only to the
2578 extent that it is authorized, and funds have been made
2579 available, to make the improvements involved; (c) to give
2580 preference in the selection of tenants for dwelling units built
2581 in the project area to families displaced therefrom because of
2582 clearance and renewal activity who desire to live in such
2583 dwelling units and who will be able to pay rents or prices
2584 equal to rents or prices charged other families for similar or
2585 comparable dwelling units built as a part of the same re-

2561 section forty-seven.
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2586 development; and (d) to comply with such other conditions
2587 as are deemed necessary to carry out the purposes of this
2588 chapter, or requirements of federal legislation or regula-
-2589 tions under which loans, grants or contributions have been
2590 made or agreed to be made to meet a part of the cost of the
2591 project. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed as limiting
2592 the power of an urban renewal agency in the event of a
2593 default by a purchaser or lessee of land in an urban renewal
2594 project to retake title to and possession of the property sold
2595 or leased free from the obligations in the conveyance or lease
2596 thereof.
2597 Section 50. An urban renewal agency is hereby authorized
2598 to delegate to a city or town or other public body or to any
2599 board or officer of a city, town or other public body any of the
2600 powers or functions of the agency with respect to the plan-
-2601 ning or undertaking of an urban renewal project in the area
2602 in which such city, town or other public body is authorized to
2603 act, and such city, town or other public body, or such board
2604 or officer thereof, is hereby authorized to carry out or perform
2605 such powers or functions for the agency. Any public body is
2608 hereby authorized to enter into agreements which may extend
2607 over the period of a loan to the urban renewal agency by the
2608 federal government, notwithstanding any provision of rule of
2608 a law to the contrary, with any other public body or bodies
2609 respecting action to be taken pursuant to any of the powers
2610 granted by this chapter, including the furnishing of funds or
2611 other assistance, in connection with an urban renewal plan or
2612 ui’ban renewal project. An urban renewal agency, to the
2613 greatest extent it determines to be feasible in carrying out the
2614 provisions of this chapter, shall afford maximum opportunity
2615 consistent with the sound needs of the city or town as a whole
2616 for the rehabilitation or redevelopment of decadent, sub-
-2617 standard or blighted open areas by private enterprise.
2618 Section 51. A housing authority of a city or town which,
2619 prior to the organization of a redevelopment authority in
2620 such city or town, has initiated an urban renewal project may
2621 complete, operate and maintain such project notwithstanding
2622 such organization of a redevelopment authority; provided
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2623 however, that if the municipal officers of such city or town so
2624 order and with the consent in writing of the holders of any
2625 bonds, notes or certificates of indebtedness of the housing
2626 authority issued for such project and then outstanding, the
2627 redevelopment authority shall take over a planned or existing
2628 urban renewal project initiated by a housing authority. The
2629 initiating authority shall use its best efforts promptly to
2630 secure the consent of all such holders and, all necessary
2631 consents having been secured, shall promptly execute an
2632 agreement with the authority which is to take over such
2633 project. Thereupon such authority shall assume, exercise,
2634 continue, perform and carry out all undertakings, obligations,
2635 duties, rights, powers, plans and activities with respect to
2636 such project and the authority which initiated the project
2637 shall have no powers and duties with respect to such project.
2638 Section 52. Each urban renewal agency shall keep an
2639 accurate account of all its activities, receipts and expendi-
2640 tures in connection with the planning and execution of urban
2641 renewal projects and shall annually in the month of January
2642 make a report of such activities, receipts and expenditures to
2643 the department, the state auditor and the mayor of the city
2644 or to the selectmen of the town within which such authority
2645 is organized, such reports to be in a form prescribed by the
2646 department and approved by the state auditor, provided, that
2647 such form shall not be inconsistent with any federal legisla-
2648 tion and shall conform as closely as may be to such legisla-
2649 tion. The department or state auditor shall have the power to
2650 examine into the properties and records of urban renewal
2651 agencies and to prescribe methods of accounting, not incon-
2652 sistent with federal legislation, for such activities, receipts
2653 and expenditures.
2654 A veteran, as defined in section twenty-one of chapter
2655 thirty-one, who holds an office or position in the service of a
2656 redevelopment authority not classified under said chapter
2657 thirty-one, and has held such office or position for not less
2658 than three years, shall not be involuntarily separated from
2659 such office or position except subject to and in accordance
2660 with the provisions of sections forty-three and forty-five of
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said chapter thirty-one to the same extent as if said office or
position were classified under said chapter. If the separation
in the case of such unclassified offices or positions results from
lack of work or lack of money, such a veteran shall not be
separated from his office or position while similar offices or
positions in the same group or grade, as defined in section
forty-five of chapter thirty, exist unless all such offices or
positions are held by such veterans, in which case such
separation shall occur in the inverse order of their respective
original appointments.

2661
2662
2663
2664
2665
2666
2667
2668
2669
2670

No person permanently employed by a redevelopment au-
thority, who is not classified under chapter thirty-one, shall,
after having actually performed the duties of his office or
position for a period of six months, be discharged, removed,
suspended, laid off, transferred from the latest office or em-
ployment held by him without his consent, lowered in rank
or compensation, nor shall his office or position be abolished,
except for just cause and in the manner provided by sec-
tions forty-three and forty-five of chapter thirty-one.

2671
2672
2673
2674
2675
2676
2677
2678
2679
2680 Any employee who has transferred from a housing au-

thority to a redevelopment authority in the same city or town
shall, for the purposes of this section, be credited for the
period of time in which he was employed by a housing
authority.

2681
2682
2683
2684
2685 Section 53. Any city or town, acting by and through its

urban renewal agency may apply to the department for an
urban renewal assistance grant to meet in part the cost of an
approved urban renewal project. Such application shall be in
the form prescribed by the department, and shall be accom-
panied by such additional information, drawings, plans, re-
ports, estimates and exhibits as the department may re-
quire. The department shall make such rules and regula-
tions as are necessary to effectuate the purposes of this
section and sections fifty-four to fifty-seven inclusive.

2686
2687
2688
2689
2690
2691
2692
2693
2694

Section 5k- Upon receipt of an application under the
provisions of section fifty-three the department shall examine
such application and any facts, estimates or other informa-
tion relative thereto, and shall determine whether the pro-

2695
2696
2697
2698
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posed project complies With the provisions of the general laws,
and with rules and regulations prescribed in accordance
therewith governing the approval and administration of ur-
ban renewal assistance grants. Upon the determination of
satisfactory compliance, the department shah determine the
estimated approved cost of such project, and compute the
amount of the urban renewal assistance grant to which the
city or town would be entitled under section fifty-five.

2699
2700
2701
2702
2703
2704
2705
2706

Within a reasonable time after receipt of such application,
the department shall notify such city or town of his approval
or rejection thereof, and, in the event of its rejection, of the
reasons therefor. If the department rejects such application,
the city or town may elect to proceed with such project
without the benefit of said urban renewal assistance grant.
Notice of approval hereunder shall be accompanied by a
statement of the estimated approved cost as determined by
the department and an estimate of the amount of urban
renewal assistance grant to which such city or town may be
entitled under the provisions of sections fifty-five.

2707
2708
2709
2710
2711
2712
2713
2714
2715
2716
2717

The final approved cost shall be determined by the de-
partment within a reasonable time after the completion of
the urban renewal project by the urban renewal agency.

2718
2719
2720
2721 If the determination of the final approved cost is delayed

because the project is not completed, the payments preceding
determination of the final approved cost may be based upon
the estimated approved cost, the adjustments shall be made
in the payment or payments which are made subsequent to
the determination of the final approved cost.

2722
2723
2724
2725
2726
2727 Section 55. From time to time, the department shall

certify to the comptroller, and the state treasurer shall,
within thirty days after each such certification, pay to the
several cities and towns, from any amounts appropriated
therefor, the amounts due them in accordance With the fol-
lowing clauses:

2728
2729
2730
2731
2732
2733 (a) Certification may be made only of projects with re-

spect to which contracts for federal capital grants under
Title I of the Federal Housing Act of 1949, as amended, have
been signed.

2734
2735
2736
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2737 (b ) The total urban renewal assistance grant for any ap-
proved federally-aided project as defined in clause (a) shall
not exceed one half of the local share of the contribution
required from the municipality under the federal capital
grant contract or more than one sixth of the net project cost
when the municipality pays for administrative planning and
legal expenses as a part of the gross project cost.

2738
2739
2740
2741
2742
2743

(c) The total of urban renewal assistance grant to be paid
under the provisions of this section shall be payable in twenty
equal annual installments, except that the department may
adjust the annual payment upon final determination of the
net cost of each approved project.

2744
2745
2746
2747
2748

(d) The total amount of urban renewal assistance grants to
be paid under the provisions of this section shall not exceed
two million dollars in any one fiscal year or a total of forty
million dollars in the aggregate.

2749
2750
2751
2752

Section 56. The commonwealth, acting by and through the
department may contract with the cities and towns of the
commonwealth, acting by and through urban renewal agen-
cies to provide financial assistance for residential, commercial
or industrial urban renewal projects as authorized by the
provisions of this chapter. Such state financial assistance
may be provided only for projects which are to be redevelop-
ed for residential commercial or industrial re-use, and which
projects are ineligible for federal capital grants under federal
legislation or for which a grant application has been denied.
In determining whether a project is rendered ineligible for
federal capital-grant assistance, the provisions of federal leg-
islation permitting a limited amount of redevelopment for
non-residential uses need not be considered unless federal
funds have been made available under such provisions.

2753
2754
2755
2756
2757
2758
2759
2760
2761
2762
2763
2764
2765
2766
2767

Section 57. The department may make advances of funds
to local urban renewal agencies for up to seventy-five per
cent of the estimated cost of surveys and plans and adminis-
trative expenses in preparation of projects which may be
assisted under this section, and contracts for such advances of
funds shall be made upon the condition that such advances of
funds shall be repaid out of any moneys which become

2768
2769
2770
2771
2772
2773
2774
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available to such agency for the undertaking of the project or
projects under this section and section fifty-six.

2775
2776

The contracts referred to in section fifty-six shall provide
for a state grant-in-aid equal to one half of the net cost of
each project as determined by the department. Any such
contract shall provide that no state grant-in-aid shall be
made until the city or town shall have appropriated the funds
required for the entire project cost.

2777
2778
2779
2780
2781
2782

From time to time the department shall certify to the state
comptroller, and the state treasurer shall, within thirty days
after such certification, pay to the several cities and towns,
from any amounts appropriated therefor, the amounts due
them in accordance with the provisions of section fifty-six
and of the following clauses:

2783
2784
2785
2786
2787
2788

(a) The total state grant-in-aid for any approved project
shall not exceed one half of the net cost of project, including
advances for surveys, planning and administrative expenses,
with respect to which a contract under the provisions of
section fifty-eight and this section has been signed.

2789
2790
2791
2792
2793
2794 (£>) The total amount of urban renewal assistance grants

to be paid under the provisions of this section shall be pay-
able in twenty equal annual installments, except that the de-
partment may adjust the annual payment upon final determ-
ination of the net cost of each approved project.

2795
2796
2797
2798
2799 (c) The total amount of urban renewal assistance grants

to be paid under the provisions of this section shall not ex-
ceed one million dollars in any one fiscal year or a total
of twenty million dollars in the aggregate, and within the
limits of the maximums herein established, an amount not
exceeding two hundred thousand dollars in any one fiscal
year may be authorized by the department to be advanced for
the estimated cost of surveys, plans and administrative ex-
penses as provided in the first paragraph.

2800
2801
2802
2803
2804
2805
2806
2807
2808 Section 58. It is hereby declared (a) that there exist in

certain cities and towns in the commonwealth substandard
dwelling houses in urban renewal project areas which con-
stitute a serious and growing menace and create a housing
shortage, injurious to the public health, safety, morals and

2809
2810
2811
2812
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welfare of the residents of the commonwealth, and the
declarations heretofore made in this chapter with respect to
such areas are hereby reaffirmed; (b) that while many of
such dwelling houses may require acquisition and clearance
as provided in chapter one hundred and twenty-one B be-
cause their state of deterioration may make impracticable
their reclamation by conservation or rehabilitation, others in
such areas are in such condition that they may, through
the means provided in section fifty-nine be conserved or
rehabilitated in such a manner that the conditions and evils
hereinbefore enumerated may be alleviated or eliminated so
that such dwelling houses may be returned to or remain in
private ownership and be available as decent, safe and
sanitary housing; and (c) that all powers conferred by said
section fifty-nine are for public uses and purposes for which
public money may be expended.

2813
2814
2815
2816
2817
2818
2819
2820
2821
2822
2823
2824
2825
2826
2827
2828

Section 59. The commonwealth acting by and through the
department may enter into a contract or contracts with an
operating agency having powers under this article for state
financial assistance in the form of a guarantee by the com-
monwealth, of notes and bonds of such agency issued to
finance the acquisition and rehabilitation of dwellings within
the limits of an urban renewal project area. The guarantee of
the commonwealth of such notes and bonds of such agency
shall be executed on each note and bond by the commissioner.
The amount of notes and bonds guaranteed by the common-
wealth under this section shall not exceed twenty million
dollars.

2829
2830
2831
2832
2833
2834
2835
2836
2837
2838
2839
2840

In addition to its other powers, an operating agency may
plan and undertake the rehabilitation of dwellings within
the limits of an urban renewal project area, and may acquire
by purchase, deed or grant or take by eminent domain, hold,
improve, rent, lease for a period not in excess of five years, |
with options to lessees or tenants to purchase during such
five-year period, grant, sell, convey, as condominiums or
otherwise, or deliver possession, of such property in accor-
dance with such terms and conditions as it may determine,
and shall have the power to make mortgage loans for the

2841
2842
2843
2844
2845
2846
2847
2848
2849
2850
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2851 purpose of financing the rehabilitation of dwellings within an
2852 urban renewal project area, subject to such regulations as the
2853 department may make as to interest rates, maturity dates
2854 and other terms and conditions.
2855 A rehabilitation project shall be any work or undertaking
2856 involving the rehabilitation of a dwelling or dwellings in an
2857 urban renewal project area so as to provide decent, safe and
2858 sanitary housing; such work or undertaking may include
2859 buildings, land, equipment, facilities and other real or per-
-2860 sonal property for necessary, convenient or desirable appur-
-2861 tenances, site preparation or improvement.
2862 Whenever the department determines a public emergency
2863 or distress no longer exists in a particular city or town, a
2864 rehabilitation project, or a part of any such project with the
2865 land appurtenant thereto, rehabilitated or reconstructed un-
-2866 der this section may, at the direction of the department, be
2867 sold for the fair market value thereof, as determined by the
2868 department, but not for less than the total of the outstanding
2869 obligations of the applicable operating agency with respect to
2870 such project if the whole is sold, or not for less than that
2871 percentage of the total cost which the cost of the part sold
2872 bears to the total cost of the entire project if a part is sold.
2873 So long as any notes and bonds issued by the operating
2874 agency to finance the cost of such project and guaranteed by
2875 the commonwealth are outstanding, the proceeds of any sale
2875 a of such project shall be paid by the operating agency into the
2876 Housing Authority Bonds Sinking Fund and shall be ex-
-2877 pended from time to time by the state treasurer to pay
2878 interest and principal of any notes and bonds issued by such
2879 operating agency to finance such project.
2880 Owners of dwellings rehabilitated under this section shall,
2881 during the period of five years following the completion of
2882 such rehabilitation and in any event during the period any
2883 mortgage loan made under this section to finance such re-
-2884 habilitation is outstanding, and subject to such regulations
2885 as the department may establish, give preference in the
2886 selection of tenants for such dwellings, first to the individuals
2887 or families in occupancy thereof last prior to such rehabilita-
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2888 tion and second to other residents of the city or town in
2889 which such dwelling are located; and who are able to pay
2890 rents charged other individuals or families for similar or
2891 comparable dwellings in the urban renewal project area.

1 Section 2. Sections twenty-three to twenty-six MMM, in-
-2 elusive, forty-three and forty-four of chapter one hundred and
3 twenty-one of the General Laws are hereby repealed.

1 Section 3. The first sentence of section 7A of chapter 121A
2 of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking out, in
3 lines 8 and 9, as appearing in section 4A of chapter 654 of the
4 acts of 1955, the words “one hundred and twenty-one” and
5 inserting in place thereof the words; —one hundred and twenty-
-6 oneß.

1 Section 4. Section 188 of said chapter 121A, inserted by
2 section 9 of chapter 647 of the acts of 1953, is hereby amended
3 by striking out, in lines 8 and 9, the words “one hundred and
4 twenty-one” and inserting in place thereof the words:—one
5 hundred and twenty-one B.

1 Section 5. Nothing in this act shall affect the powers,
2 rights, duties or obligations of the commonwealth or of any
3 board, division, department, authority or other political sub-
-4 division of the commonwealth under the provisions of sections
5 twenty-six I to twenty-six MMM, inclusive, forty-three or
6 forty-four of chapter one hundred and twenty-one of the Gen-
-7 eral Laws or the validity of any actions taken thereunder, on
8 or before the effective date of this act. Without limiting the
9 generality of the foregoing, any project, contract or transac-

-10 tion initiated or entered into by the commonwealth or any
11 board, division, department, authority or other political sub-
-12 division thereof which was approved by the persons whose ap-
-13 proval was required under the provisions of said sections be-
-14 fore the effective date of this act shall be valid and may be
15 carried out in accordance with its terms without any further
16 proceedings or approvals under this act. Any project, contract
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17 or transaction initiated or entered into by the common-
-18 wealth or any board, subdivision, department, authority or
19 other political subdivision thereof which has not been fully
20 approved under the provisions of said sections before the ef-
-21 fective date of this act need not be reinitiated, but shall require
22 only such further approval or proceedings as are provided un-
-23 der this act in substitution for the approvals or proceedings
24 provided under said sections but not obtained or taken prior
25 to the effective date of this act.
25a A housing authority or redevelopment authority created in
26 any city or town under the provisions of sections twenty-six
27 K or twenty-six QQ of chapter one hundred and twenty-one
28 of the General Laws and existing on the effective date of this
29 act shall be deemed to be, and shall have all the powers,
30 rights, duties and obligations of, the housing authority or
31 redevelopment authority created in such city or town under
32 the provisions of sections three or four, as the case may be, of
33 chapter one hundred and twenty-one B of the General Laws
34 as inserted by section one of this act; each person serving on
35 the effective date of this act as a member of any such existing
36 housing authority or redevelopment authority in any city or
37 town shall, by virtue of this act and without further appoint-
-38 ment or election become a member of the housing authority
39 or redevelopment authority created in such city or town, as
40 the case may be, under the provisions of chapter one hundred
41 and twenty-one B; and the term of each such member shall
42 continue, unless sooner terminated by reason of death, resig-
-43 nation or removal, until the expiration of the current term
44 to which such members shall have been appointed or elected
45 most recently before the effective date of this act.

1 Section 6. All employees of any housing or redevelopment
2 authority who, immediately prior to the effective date of this
3 act hold positions classified under chapter thirty-one of the
4 General Laws or have tenure in their positions by reason of
5 the provisions of chapter thirty or chapter one hundred and
6 twenty-one of the General Laws or the provisions of any
7 other law, general or special, shall be transferred to a similar
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8 office or position under the housing or redevelopment au-
-9 thority, as the case may be, existing in the same city or town

10 under the provisions of chapter one hundred and twenty-one
11 B; and by such transfer, their civil service, seniority, retire-
-12 ment or other rights shall not be impaired and their term of
13 office shall not be deemed to be interrupted within the
14 meaning of said chapters thirty, thirty-one, or one hundred
15 and twenty-one, notwithstanding any change in title or
16 duties provided that no such employee shall be lowered in
17 rank or compensation.
18 The term of office of employees of any housing or develop-
-19 ment authority who, immediately prior to the effective date
20 of this act hold positions not classified under Chapter 31 of
21 the General Laws or do not as yet have tenure in their posi-
-22 tions under the provisions of Chapter 30 or Chapter 121 of
23 the General Laws or the provisions of any other law, general
24 or special, shall be transferred to a similar office or position
25 under the housing or redevelopment authority as the case
26 may be, existing in the same City or Town under the pro-
-27 visions of Chapter 121B; and by such transfer none of their
28 rights shall be impaired and their term of office shall not be
29 deemed to be interrupted within the meaning of any of said
30 Chapters.
31 Any person who transfers or who has transferred from a
32 housing authority to a redevelopment authority, or who
33 transfers or has transferred from a redevelopment authority
34 to a housing authority shall, for the purpose of this act, if
35 said transfer is made without interruption of service, be
36 credited for the period of time in which he was employed by
37 the authority from which he transferred, without loss of the
38 retirement, tenure or any of the rights to which such uninter-
-39 rupted service in the position previously held would have
40 entitled him.

1 Section 7. Section 9of chapter 238 of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in section 1 of chapter 761 of the acts of 1968 is
3 hereby amended by striking out the words “twenty-six J of
4 chapter one hundred and twenty-one” and inserting in place
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5 thereof the words:—one of chapter one hundred and twenty-
-6 one B.

1 Section 8. The definition of “Political subdivision” in
2 section 1 of chapter 32 of the General Laws, as most recently
3 amended by section 4 of chapter 597 of the acts of 1967, is
4 hereby further amended by striking out, in lines 3 and 4, the
5 words “twenty-six L of chapter one hundred and twenty-one”
6 and inserting in place thereof the words:—five of chapter one
7 hundred and twenty-one B.

1 Section 9. Paragraph (a) of subdivision (5) of section 28
2 of said chapter 32 is hereby amended by striking out, in line 2
3 as appearing in section 2 of chapter 150 of the acts of 1957,
4 the words “twenty-six L of chapter one hundred and twenty-
-5 one” and inserting in place thereof the words;—five of
6 chapter one hundred and twenty-one B; and by striking out,
7 in line 4 as so appearing, the word “twenty-six QQ” and
8 inserting in place thereof the word;—four.

1 Section 10. The first paragraph of section 5 of chapter
2 1518 of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking out,
3 in lines 3 and 4 as appearing in section 4 of chapter 479 of the
4 acts of 1950, the words “twenty-six FF of chapter one
5 hundred and twenty-one” and inserting in place thereof the
6 words:—thirty-two of chapter one hundred and twenty-one
7 B; and by striking out, in lines 11 and 12 and in line 19 as so
8 appearing, the word “twenty-six FF” and inserting in place
9 thereof, in each instance, the word:—thirty-two.

1 Section 11. The second paragraph of said section sof said
2 chapter 1518 is hereby amended by striking out, in line 17 as
3 appearing in chapter 483 of the acts of 1967, and in lines 57
4 and 58, 62, 67 and 73 as appearing in section 2 of chapter 613
5 of the acts of 1963, the word “twenty-six FF” and inserting in
6 place thereof, in each instance, the word:—thirty-two.

1 Section 12. The third paragraph of said section sof said
2 chapter 1518, added by chapter 569 of the acts of 1965, is
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3 hereby amended by striking out, in line 3, the word “twenty-
-4 six FF” and inserting in place thereof the word: —thirty-
-5 two.

1 Section 13. The first sentence of paragraph 2of section 21
2 of chapter 168 of the General Laws, as most recently
3 amended by section 1 of chapter 253 of the acts of 1963, is
4 hereby further amended by striking out, in lines 22 and 23,
5 the words “section twenty-six K of chapter one hundred and
6 twenty-one” and inserting in place thereof the words:—sec-
-7 tions three and five of chapter one hundred and twenty-
-8 one B.
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ib) 10th clause
ib) 11th clause
ib) 12-16th clause
iv) Last paragraph

Nomenclature 11 if) (Part)
id)Nomenclature 11 1

None 11 Ie)
if)
ib)
ih)

Expanded 11
Nomenclature 11
Expanded 26
Nomenclature 26 (i)

Same meaning 11 (h) (i) (j) (1) (m)
Nomenclature 47

26Q Limitation removed 19
Same meaning 19
Same meaning 19
Same meaning 19
Nomenclature 24

1 1
12

2
3

2

26R Nomenclature 16

26S Split 28
12 4

3
5

Split 12
29

26T 1 1,2,3,4
1 5,6
2 1,2

Same meaning 29
Nomenclature 12
Nomenclature 12

2 1,2,3,4
1 1,2
2 1,2

26U 1 1,2,3
1 1,2,3

Split 29
Expanded and 52

2 1, 2, 3
1 1, 2, 3

revised
1 4 Nomenclature 29 1 4

26V Nomenclature 13

26W Nomenclature 17

26X Nomenclature 25
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Proposed LegislationChangesExisting Law
Sec- Para- St Para- Sen-

graph tence
Sec-
tion

Sen-
tencetion graph

26Y 1 (fc)
(TO

11Split1
46

“Municipal Officers”Nomenclature 12
3,4

1
1 1 2,3None 30

Nomenclature 1426Z

1.2Nomenclature, 3126AA
revised

1,23Nomenclature, 311,212688
revised

2id)Nomenclature 1131

(1) (2)Nomenclature 20
Nomenclature, 21

1126CC

amended2
1
2

1
Nomenclature 20
Nomenclature 21

2
2

22Amended26DD
No change in 23

meaning26EE

1
2

None 321,2,31
1

26FF
Amendments in Ist 32

clause, clause id),
balance

clause (e) and
clause (/)

None2
3None 321

2
3

3
None 323
Amended 32 5 13

Amended 32 5 226QG

Nomenclature 33
Amended 15
Nomenclature 15
Nomenclature 15

126HH 1
2 1

1
1 1

3,4,51
1

2
6.7 1 3, 4. 5

Nomenclature 15 2 1.22611

Nomenclature 27Entire except
last clause

26 JJ
45 1

Nomenclature 45 3Last clause
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Existing Law Changes Proposed Legislation

Para- Sen- Sec- Para- Sen-Sec-
tion graph tence tion graph tence

This section has been rewritten. The substance of the various26KK
sentences may be found:

1 1 (Clause 2)11 48
3 11 2

13 48 3 1
2 1 48 4 4
2 2 (Clause (e) deleted 48 3 2

3 3and clause (e) 48
from 26ZZ
substituted)

2 3 48 4 1
3 1 48 4 2
3 2 48 5
3 2 (Proviso) 48 6
3 3 48 4 3

Nomenclature 4926LL
clause (b)

proviso added

26MM Eliminated (The cross references no longer needed.)

Balance of section Nomenclature 3426NN 2-end
Paragraph (e)

amended
Paragraph (6)

consolidated
2600 Nomenclature 35

26PP Nomenclature 36

26QQ 1 1 Nomenclature 4 11
2 1 (except Same meaning 4 2 1

last clause)
2 1 (last Eliminated (Cross reference no longer needed.

See 2-103.)

clause)
2 2 Eliminated (Cross reference no longer needed.)
3 1 Appropriation 19 1 1

Limitation
removed.

3 2 Nomenclature 19 2 1
3 3 Nomenclature 19 2 2
4 1 Eliminated (Cross reference no longer needed.)
4 2 Eliminated (Cross reference no longer needed.)
4 3 Same Meaning 51 1 1

(Ist clause)
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Proposed LegislationExisting Law Changes

Para- Sen-
graph tence

Sen-
tence

Sec-
tion

Para-
graph

Sec-
tion

14 Substance (amendedSl4 1
to permit city or

(Proviso)town to order
1 2. 3
2 1

novation) 51
Nomenclature 525 1

225 2None 52
None 52
Same meaning 52
Nomenclature. 37

1
1

1 36
17 4

26RR 1 1
Reference to c.
121 A and code
enforcement proj-
ects added
Finding deleted

22
2

Same meaning 37
Revised to reflect 37

various amend-
ments

(a)
(b)

Nomenclature 37
Nomenclature. 37

4 (o)

(3)(1) (2) 4 (b) (1) (2) (3)

Reference to c.
121 A and code
enforcement proj-
ects added

4 Nomenclature 37
None 38

5
26SS

26TT Nomenclature 39
Nomenclature 40
Nomenclature 41

26UU

26W

26WW (a)
(b)

Substance 45
Substance 45
Substance 45
Substance 45

1
2 Clause 1
2 Clause 2(c) Clause 1

(c) Clause 2 3
226XX Substance 3

9
9

(b) (Proviso)

11
1

Substance
Substance

26YY
2. 3 “Urban i

Renewal Project”
“Urban 2

1
(1), (2)

Substance1 3 (3) (4 1
clause 1) Renewal Project”

3 (4 Eliminated. (Cross reference not needed. See 5-
Proviso) 105.)

1
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0

I

Proposed Legislation

Sec- Para- Sen-
tion graph tence

1 “Urban 1

ChangesExisting Law
Sec- Para- SeSen-

tencetion graph

26ZZ 1 1 Substance
Renewal Project”

1 “Urban2 Amended
3 Substance

1
1 Renewal Plan”

48 1
1 Nomenclature 48
2 Nomenclature 48
3 Nomenclature; time4B

2
2
2

2
3

3
3
4 1

increase
2 4 Nomenclature 48 2

3
4
4
5

2 5 Nomenclature 48
3 1 Nomenclature 48 1
4 1 Eliminated
4 2 Eliminated

1, 2 Eliminated
3 Substance
4 None

1
1

26AA (Cross longer needed.)no
46 (b)

1 (/>46

26888 1
1

1 Eliminated OC
2, 3, 4 Nomenclature

(Cross longer needed.)no
50 1, 2, 31

26CCC

26DDD

Nomenclature

Split Nomenclatun 53
57

26EEE

26FFF

26GGG

Nomenclature

Nomenclature

Nomenclature

Nomenclature

Nomenclature
None

54 1 1

55

56

26GGG%

26HHH

26111

56

57

58

26JJJ Nomenclature,
Powers given to
urban renewal
agencies.

59
10

reference

reference

26KKK
25LLL
26MMM

None
None

42

43

Nomenclature
None

44
43 32 8

944 None 32
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Nature of Change or
Proposed Legislation Source New Material

The quoted definitions are from § 26J with the
following changes and new material;

Nomenclature“Acquisition Cost”
“Blighted Open Area” Last clause (following semi-

colon) added to conform to
definition in G. L. c. 121 A.

Limited to the one situation
in which it is used; Non^-

“Clearance Project”

cnclature.
New (See note on “Department”.)
New Nomenclature

“Commissioner”
“Community Renewal

Project” None

Substitute for existing defini-“Decadent Area”
“Department” New tions of “State Housing

Board” and “Division of
Urban and Industrial Re-
newal”

“Elderly Persons of
Low Income”

None

“Families of Low Income” None
Brought up to date
Brought up to date
Nomenclature

“Federal Government”
“Federal Legislation”
“Housing Authority”
“Housing Project New
“Low Rent Housing” Nomenclature

Clarified“Low Rent Housing
Program”

“Mayor” Shortened
“Municipal Officers”

First sentence
New Short-hand description of offi-

cers given various powers
throughout the chapter.

“Municipal Officers” § 26Y, second Nomenclature
Second sentence sentence

New"Operating Agency”
“Redevelopment Authority”
“Relocation Payments”

Nomenclature
Nomenclature Revised
None“Relocation Project”

“Serviceman” *None

NOTES ON CHANGES FROM EXISTING LAW.

Section 1.

“Urban Renewal Agency” New Short-hand description of
agencies (redevelop-
ment and certain housing
authorities) authorized to
carry out urban renewal.
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Nature of Change
New MaterialSourceProposed Legislation

“Urban Renewal Plan” New
This definition is a composite of the previous
definitions of “Land Assembly and Redevelopment
Plan” (§ 26J) and “Urban Renewal Plan”
(§ 26ZZ). It has been rewritten to make it clear
that its requirements are additional to and inde-
pendent of Federal requirements. Federal law has
been followed by requiring the plan to be consist-
ent with, but not requiring it to show on its face
that it is consistent with, a number of definite
local objectives. Provisions have been added to
permit advantage to be taken of Federal provi-
sions making certain expenses of hospitals and

General:

educational institutions eligible as local non-cash
grants-in-aid. Nomenclature.

cational credits.
§ 26J, “Land Assembly and None

Redevelopment Project,”
sth sentence

3rd sentence
None“Veteran”

Section 2
Section 3

§ 26CCC None
§ 26K (part)

General: Section broadened to permit creation of housing au-
thority for any of the purposes of this chapter and
include reference to “need for urban renewal” finding
in § 26XX. Reference to historical buildings deleted
as unnecessary.

Detail
Para. 1 § 26K, pra. 1 None

§ 2GK, para. 2, sentence 1 Nomenclature. Broadened.
§ 26K, para. 2, sentence 2 None

Para. 2, sentence 1
Para. 2, sentence 2
Para. 2, sentence 3
Para. 3

§ 26XX (No change of substance.)
§ 26K, para. 3 Nomenclature

Section 4
General:

§ 26QQ (part)
Section broadened to permit creation of redevelopment

authority for any purpose authorized by the chapter
and a dissolution clause patterned after housing
authorities added. Nomenclature.

Detail
Para. 1
Para. 2

§ 26QQ, para. 1 Nomenclature
§ 26QQ, para. 2, Ist sentence Same meaning

(except last clause)

Para. 3 New Patterned after § 26K,
§ § 26L, 26K (part), § 26QQ para. 3.Section 5

(part)
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Nature of Change or
Source New Material

New Applicable to hospital edu-
Proposed Legislation

4th sentence

While language is rearranged and shortened, there is
no change in meaning unless the requirement that
one member of a city housing authority be a repre-
sentative of organized labor now applies to redevelop-
ment authorities. Nomenclature.

General;

Detail
§ 26K, para. 2, 4th sentence NomenclaturePara. 1

Para. 2 § 26L, para. 1, Ist sentence Nomenclature
(Local appointments)

§ 26L, para. 1, 2nd sentence Nomenclature
(Local appointments)

Para. 3

Para. 3, Proviso
Para. 4

§ 26K, para. 2, 3rd sentence Nomenclature
§ 26L, para. 1, Ist and 2nd Nomenclature

sentences (State

appointment)
Para. 5, sentence 1
Para. 5, sentence 2
Para. 5, sentence 3
Para. 6

§ 20L, para. 1, sth sentence None
§ 26L, para. 1, 3rd sentence Nomenclature
§ 26L, para. 1, 4th sentence None
§ 26L, para. 8 None
§ 26L, para. 1, 6th and 7th None

sentences
Para. 7

§ 26L, para. 1, 9th and 10th Nomenclature
sentences

Para. 8

Para. 9 § 26L, para. 1, 11th and Nomenclature
12th sentences

§ 26M, cross references in Nomenclature. Slightly

3rd sentence of § 26QQ reworded,
and in § 26AA

Detail:
§ 26M, para. 1, Ist sentence Broadened and shortened
§ 26M, para. 2, Ist and 2nd Shortened

Para. 1, sentence 1
Para. 1, sentence 2

sentences
Para. 1, sentence 3 § 26M, para. 1, 2nd sentence Same meaning

§ 26M, para. 1, 3rd sentence Same meaningPara. 1, sentence 4
Para. 2 § 26M, para. 3 Nomenclature

§ 26N, 260 and cross
reference in 3rd sentence
of § 26QQ and in § 26AAA

General: The conflict of interests provision has been amended
to refer to the conflict of interests law, for the pur-
poses of which housing and redevelopment agencies
are here classified as municipal agencies, and certain
employees are classified as special municipal employ-

Nomenclatureees

General:

Section 6

Section 7
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Nature of Change
New MaterialSourceProposed Legislation

Detail:
NomenclaturePara. 1 § 26N, para. 1

Para. 2, sentence 1 § 260, para. 1, Ist sentence
Para. 2, sentence 2 § 2GQ, para, 1, 2nd sentence
Para. 2, sentence 3 § 26Q, 4th sentence (part)
Para. 2, sentence 4 § 26Q, 3rd sentence Nomenclature
Para. 2, sentence 5 § 26Q, 4th sentence (part)

Supersedes § 26Q, para. 2
New—Substance from § 26P,

Para. 3

Ist clause (part)
New—Substance from § 26P, Nomenclature

Nomenclature Ist clause
(part), § 26YY, Ist
sentence, § 26QQ, para.
4, Ist and 4th sentences,
cross references § 26QQ,
3rd sentence, and § 26AAA,

Substance from § 26XX
New—Substance from

Section 9 (b) Proviso
Section 10

§ 26JJJ but power to do
rehabilitation extended to
urban renewal agencies.

§ 2GP (part), § 2688 (part),
cross references 3rd
sentence § 26QQ and
§ 26 AAA.

General: Pow-Contains general powers of all operating agencies,
ers as to relocation made explicit.

Nomenclature
Detail:
Para. 1 Nomenclature§ 26P, Ist clause

§ 26P (a), Ist 3 clauses None
§ 26P (t>), 9th clause Nome

Section 11 (a)

Section 11 (b)

Section 11 (c)

Section 11 (d)

Nomenclature
Same meaning
Nomenclature

§ 26P (a), 4th clause
§ 26P (b), 6th clause
§ 2688, 3rd sentence
§ 26P (b), 7th clause
§ 26P (b), sth and Bth

Section 11 (e)
Section 11 (/)

Nomenclature
Scope expanded

clauses; § 26P, Ist clause
NewSection 11 ( g )

Section 11 ( h )

Section 11 (i)

Section 11 (j)
Section 11 (k )

Section 11 (Z)
Section 11 (m)

Explicit relocation power
Same meaning§ 26P (b), 12th clause

§ 26P (b), 13th clause
§ 26P (b), 14th clause
§ 26Y, Ist sentence
§ 26P (b), 15th clause
§ 26P (b), 16th clause

Same meaning
Same meaning

Same meaning
Same meaning

Section 8

Section 9

Section 11
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Nature of Change or
New MaterialSourceProposed Legislation

§ 265, Ist sentence, clause 1 Nomenclature
and last sentence; § 26T;
last 3 sentences; § 26U,
last sentence; cross ref-
erence in sentence 3,
§ 26QQ and in § 26AAA

§ 26T, para. 1, sth and 6th Nomenclature
sentences

§ 26T, para. 2, Ist and 2nd Nomenclature
sentences

§ 265, para. 1, 2nd sentence
(part)

§ 265, para. 1, Ist sentence
(part)

§ 26V, cross reference in Nomenclature
3rd sentence § 26QQ
and in § 26AAA

§ 26Z, cross reference in
§ 26MM, 3rd sentence
§ 26QQ, 26AAA

§ 26HH, cross references
§ 26MM, 4th para.
§ 26QQ, and § 26AAA

Delegation of discretion to issue notes to officers of
agencies is authorized to take advantage of simplified
Federal financing procedures. Nomenclature.

Detail:
Para. 1, sentence 1
Sentence 2

26HH, para. 1, sentence 1 Nomenclature
§ 26HH, para. 1, sentence 2 Amended to permit de-

termination of details
of borrowings to be
expressly delegated.

§ 26HH, para. 1, sentences Nomenclature
3, 4, 5

Sentences 3, 4 and 5

Para. 2 § 26HH, para. 1, sentences Nomenclature
6 and 7

§ 26R, cross references in Nomenclature
3rd sentence § 26QQ and Last clause in sentence
in § 26AAA deleted as unnecessardeleted as unnecessary

§ 26W, cross references in Nomenclature
3rd sentence § 26QQ
and in § 26AAA

Section 18 New Planning and Code
Enforcement

General

Section 15

Section 16

Section 17

Section 14
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Nature of Change
New MaterialSourceProposed Legislation

I 26Q, Ist para.; § 26QQ
3rd para.; cross refer-
ence § 26888, Ist sen-
tence

Restraints on municipal powers to appropriate for plan-
ning and operating expenses removed.

General:

Nomenclature.
Detail:
Para. 1 Limitation on appropria-§ 26Q, Ist sentence

tions removed.
Same meaningPara. 2 § 26Q, 2nd and 3rd sen-

tences
Para. 3 § 26Q, 4th sentence Same meaning

NomenclatureSection 20 § 26CC (part), cross refer-
ence, § 26QQ, § 26888

Ist sentence through § 26CC, Ist sentence
(1), (2) and (3)

Appropriation limit on
relocation payments
deleted

New Authorizes borrowing for
early land acquisition.

Rewritten; Nomenclature

Clause (4)

§ 26CC, 2nd sentence, cross
references § 26MM, 4th
para. § 26QQ, § 26888

Amended to require
Emergency Finance
Board approval of only
debt in excess of 2% %

§ 26 DD, cross reference
§ 26MM and § 26888

§ 26EE, cross reference
I 26MM, § 2GQQQ,

Nomenclature. No change
in meaning.

para. 4, § 26888 and
26CC

§ 26Q, last sentence and
26CC

Nomenclature

Section 25
Section 26

§ 26X Nomenclature

General;
Detail:

I 26P (part) Nomenclature

Para, (a)
Para, (b)
Para, (c)

Para. ( d )

Para, (e)

§ 26P (a), clauses 5 and 6
§ 26P (b), clause 7

None
None

I 26P (b), clause 1 (part)
§ 26P (b), clause 1 (part)
§ 26P (£>), clause 2

Expanded
Expanded
None

Para. Cf) § 26P (b), clause 3
New

None
Para. Cg)
Para, (h)

Refers to existing power
Expanded§ 26P (b), clause 10

§ 26P (6), clause 11Para. ( i) None

Section 19

Section 21

Section 22

Section 23

Section 24
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*-

Nature of Change or
New MaterialSourceProposed Legislation

2611Section 27
Section 28
Section 29

Nomenclature
Nomenclature265, Ist sentence

General: 26U (part), § 26T, Ist
para, and § 26S (part)

Detail:
§ 26U, para. 1, sentences

1, 2, 3
Para. 1, sentences

1, 2, 3
Nomenclature
Same meaning

§ 26U, para. 1, sentence 4
§ 26T, para. 1, sentences

Para. 1, sentence 4
Para. 2

1, 2, 3, 4
Para. 3, 4
Para. 5

St. 1965, c. 564
§ 265, para 1, sentence 2

(part)
§ 26Y, 3rd and 4th

sentences
Nomenclature

Nomenclature§ 26AA, § 2GBB, Ist 2
sentences

Changes noted below;§ 26FF, St. 1965, c. 740
rearranged, revised

None§ 26FF, para. 1, Ist 3
sentences

Limited to state aided
project. Nomenclature.
Further changes noted
in clauses (a), (d),

§ 26FF, para. 1, balance

(/) and (g)

Refers to families’ income.
Aliens permitted with

approval of Department
and age lowered to 62.

Nomenclature-have
Chapter 121 A projects
and other public
improvements included.
Amendment clarified
and relocated.

St. 1965, c. 740
§ 26FF, para. 2

None
None

§ 26FF, para. 3, sentence 1
§ 26FF, para. 3, sentence 2
§ 26FF, para. 3, sentence 3

Nomenclature
NomenclaturePara. 5, sentence 1

Para. 5, sentence 2 Amended to exclude
earnings of minors.

Section 44
Section 43

None
None

Para. 6
Para. 7
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Nature of Change or
New MaterialProposed Legislation

Amended to provide for
agreements, as does
Federal law.

Nomenclature. Unchanged
except as noted be-

low. Second sentence
eliminated as absolete

Proviso eliminated from
Ist sentence as obsolete.
Veterans redefined

Para, (e)

Nomenclature
Nomenclature
Nomenclature

Para, (h)
Section 35
Section 36
Section 37 Nomenclature. Reference

to unnecessary finding
deleted in para. 1, pro-
visos eliminated in para.
3. Reference made to
chapter 121 A and code
enforcement projects in
para. 4 (£>) (2) para. 1.
Para. 3 limitation on ap-
plication date removed
to achieve consistency
with para. 2.

Unchanged
Nomenclature
Nomenclature
Nomenclature
Nomenclature
Nomenclature
None

Section 39—Sentence
Sentence 2

Section 40
Clause (/)

None
Nomenclature
Nomenclature
Nomenclature
Nomenclature
Same meaning
Nomenclature

Section 45
Para. 1 § 26 JJ, except last clause;

§ 26WW (a)
Para. 2
Para. 3

§ 26WW (fe), (c) (clause 1)

i 26WW (c), (clause 2),

(substance); § 26JJ, last
clause

General: § 26P. cross reference 3rd
sentence § 26QQ, § 26Y

Nomenclature. Planning
and enforcement powers

cross reference § 26MM, expanded.
§ 26AAA.

Section 33

Section 34

Section 38

Section 41
Section 42
Section 43
Section 44

Section 46
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i

Nature of Change or
New MaterialSourceProposed Legislation

Detail
Split, expended.26P ( b ), clause 1Para, (a)

Para, (b) § 26P (b), clause 1, § 26AAA,
para. 1, 3rd sentence

NewPara, (c)
Para. ( d ) 26P (6), clause 4 And new power to enforce

restrictions expanded
and 626P (a), clause

(part)
Para, (e)

§ 26AAA, 4th senPara. (/) nee
NewPara. ( g )

26Y (part)
26P, last par

Para, (h)
Section 47 Nomenclature.

§ 26KK, § 26ZZ, § 2 88,
cross reference § 26MM

A uniform method of approving urban renewal plans is
provided. The common standards of the predecessor
sections (§ 26KK and § 26ZZ) are substantially fol-
lowed. A hearing shall be held before the municipal
officers or a subcommittee or the urban renewal
agency. One may be held by the department, which
has 60 rather than 30 days to review plans. Authority
to make findings with respect to hospitals and educa-
tional institutions added. Clarifying provisions with
respect to amendments of plans added. Nomenclature.

General:

Detail
26ZZ, para. 1, sentence 3; Same meaning.
26KK, para. 1, sentence 1 Permissible agencies

Para. 1

specified.
Para. 2 KK, para. 1, sentences Same meaning. Additional

and 2; § 26ZZ, para. 1, Information at agencies
sentence 3 option.
26KK, para. 1, sentence 2 Same meanin;Para. 3, 1

9.
■ntene
mtencPara. 3, s< 26KK, para. 2, sentence 1 Same meaning

26ZZ, para. 2, sentence 1 Nomenclature
26KK, para. 2, sentence 2 Same meaninsPara. 3, sentenc

26ZZ, para. 2, sentence 2 Nomenclature, Para, (e),
§ 26KK omitted and
para, (e), § 26ZZ used.

26KK, para, 2, sentence 3 Department’s time to
and § 26ZZ, para. 2, approve plans increased

Para. 4, sentence 1

sentence 3. to 60 days.
Sentence 2 § 26KK, para. 3, sentence 1 Same meaning

§ 26ZZ, para. 2, sentence 4 Nomenclature
§ 26KK, para. 3, sentence 3 Same meaning
§ 26ZZ, para. 2, sentence 5 Nomenclature

Sentence 3

§ 26KK, para. 1, sentence 3 Same meaningSentence 4

Section 48
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9

Nature of Change or
New Matep.ialSourceProposed Legislation

NewSentence 5
Para. 5 Same meaning§ 25KK, para. 2, sentence 2

§ 26ZZ, para. 3 Nomenclature
Implicit from preceding

paragraph.
NewPara. 6

Amendment procedureNewPara. 7
Section 49 Nomenclature. Proviso

added to clause (b) to
conform to Federal law.

§ 26LL, cross reference 3rd
sentence, § 26QQ and
§ 26AAA

Nomenclature§ 26888 (part)Section 50
Section 51 Nomenclature. Amended

to provide for transfer
of urban renewal func-
tions upon order of mu-
nicipal officers so long as
contracts are not vio-
lated thereby.

§ 26QQ, para. 4, last 2
sentences

Nomenclature. State audi-
tor’s examination of
housing authorities
made expressly appli-
cable to redevelopment
authorities.

§§ 26U, 26QQ, last 3
paragraphs

Detail:
Para. 1 Expanded to include all

urban renewal agencies.
§ 26U, Ist 3 sentences

Para. 2 § 26QQ, para. 5
§ 26QQ, para. 6
§ 26QQ, para. 7

Nomenclature
NonePara. 3

Para. 4 None
Nomenclature
Nomenclature
Nomenclature
Nomenclature
Nomenclature

Section 53
Section 54
Section 55
Section 56
Section 57

§ 2GDDD, Ist sentence
§ 26EEE
§ 26FFF
§ 26GGG, § 26GGG%
§ 25HHH, 26DDD, last

sentence
§ 26111Section 58

Section 59
Unchanged

§ 26JJJ Nomenclature. Urban re-
newal agencies author-
ized to do rehabilitation
projects. Existing law
authorizes only housing
authorities.

Section 52




